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You of the finer sense,
Broken against false knowledge,
You who can know at first hand,
Hated, shut in, mistrusted:
Take thought:
I have weathered the storm,
I have beaten out my exile.

—Ezra Pound
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Winner of Exile Prize for Poetry
Blackout

exile
blindfolded, free: my fall is like
the time it takes a match to strike
and singe
the sheets: I am a comet streak
or spark. I will end incomplete.

Little blue bolt on a split wire—
shock in the dark, my corrupter
of clocks—
you quiver once then kindle flames
that lick the bark off evergreens,
one's broken bough
unbound you from your artery,
so blow the grid and burn the tree
till block by block the dark
will dawn along these gravel roads
and cars crawl home on the harness
of their highbeams. Let the tiki
torches dot the lawns. Let screen doors
swing with laughter and lukewarm beer.
Next door
my neighbors cuss the curfew cop,
someone shoots roman candles off
their roof and cheers.
I'm home, upstairs, stripped to nothing
but my underwear and running
in the dark. My lips part—
I plunge towards the emptiness
where a bed should be, its mattress
the net beneath an acrobat

—Derek Mong '04
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Inside

"Untitled /" by Tricia DiFranco '06

There is freedom behind the walls of Wallens Ridge State Prison, time to
appreciate how the sky looked different everyday and how you can forget three years
but remember one night for the rest of your life. Travel the winding road up the
mountain, past the gate, past the towers and fences, and look into the depths of neglect.
You will see the murderers and rapists and child molesters and the evil, but you will
also see freedom. Those who look want to forget before knowing. Those who know
only think they know. Not unless they have seen beyond the gates and walls to the
callous pattern of white buildings and inside their forgotten cells.
But the walls of cellblock B never could hold a conversation all that well and
subsequently Ellard Powell found it difficult to maintain his social skills. The mortar
lines in between the bricks served as a racetrack for his eyes. Up, down, left, right, he
would scan everyday for hours. Most inmates would have been given something to
keep them busy, but Wallens Ridge was not like most prisons. The guards did anything
they could to keep inmates locked down. So that was what he had been reduced to; four
walls and a window. But it wasn't a window really, just a slit for light, a cruel joke. The
view had teased him for too many days. He used to lift himself up with his fingertips
and hang there until his strength gave out. He would dangle until his knuckles went
white and his back would spasm. His shoes would clap against the concrete floor when
he fell. But like his cell the view never changed. He never looks anymore. It wasn't
about the sun or the trees or even the birds he would hear on a lucky day with a good
breeze. Most things didn't matter to Ellard anymore. In here most things were dead. A
good day meant not getting knifed in the food line. Even the water from the pathetic
little stainless steel sink stunk like stale air and tasted like flat soda water.
Above the sink he had a mirror. He would look at himself sometimes like it
mattered. They made him shave his moustache in de-tox. His smooth upper lip and
lanky frame made him look young and deceivingly weak. But it wasn't about any of
that either. It was about looking past all that to reality and keeping that reality from
mixing with the persistent hell around him. That's how you crack. Ellard knew. A man
has so much time to think his mind burns out like an engine without oil. First comes
the fear, then the sleepless nights, then the depression, and right about the time reality
hits the guards rearrange your teeth with their batons because you can't stop screaming.
State route 199 always brought a consistent wail of wind and traffic. The
engine breaking trucks would send a low guttural rattle across the acreage like a diesel
driven machine gun. It reminded Ellard of his father's rig and how it must have
sounded when the drunken motorist ran it off the overpass. His father would have been
fifty-two years old. Barb reached into the back window of the pick up truck and
stretched for the knob on the radio.
"Don't" Ellard said softly, enjoying his first Marlboro. It had become a night
of new experiences.
"Traffic's loud," she said, twisting back out of the tiny window.
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"/ like it," he said.
The girl sighed, finished buttoning up her shin, and reached over for the
cigarette, stealing a quick hit and pretending to like it. She coughed out the smoke.
"Can we go inside?" she said, reaching for a sweater.
"I don't want the smell in the truck," Ellard said, letting the ashes hit his
bare chest. He lay there stretched out in the bed with his head propped up against the
wheel well, fighting the itch of the old blankets they had scattered. The air was cold but
he didn 't care. The breeze made his cigarette glow an angry orange with each gust.
Most seventeen-year old guys would have said something awkward trying to be cool
and rushed the girl home to her suspecting father all just to call their friends and
boast. But Ellard refused to ruin the moment. He wanted to remember the sound of the
traffic and the taste of the Marlboro and he wanted to remember the girl's face and he
wanted to remember what they shared that night because he was sick of not having
anything worth remembering.
Push-ups made the vein in his bicep twitch underneath a tattooed cobra. Years
of bar fights and blue-collar labor had stolen its detail and turned the snake into an
unrecognizable black S that wrapped around his upper arm. His other arm used to have
a Bald Eagle until it was bitten out during a fight. Now it was a wrinkled patch of pink
leathery skin set low in his muscle. Back when he could work in the laundry vats he
had been prey to the others. That was before exercise found its way into his schedule.
Now it killed the day and kept him sharp. One too many beatings in the dark underbelly of the prison had taught him the importance of strength. Usually they never
wanted anything at all. Just deranged criminals bred from pain and violence. They had
decided to share that pain with Ellard several times until he killed one with a broomstick. The guards never get there in time. Never. He wasn't into violence, but prison
required it. Demanded it. Wallens Ridge was the antithesis of rehabilitation. Good
behavior and a lazy warden had saved him another ten to twenty sure, but he had done
them all a favor and everyone knew it, including Ellard. One less animal in the cage.
No big deal. Psychotherapy doesn't work when every other guy wants to crack open
your head over a pack of smokes. Ellard continued his pushups.
George Thorogood wailed through his power cords. The speakers were bad
but Ellard liked the static, it gave the music that traditional sound that floats over the
drunken voices and bad pool, and tonight it was exceptionally bad. Shooting in
between shots of Jack had never been a problem but the balls seemed to dance like the
leather clad biker women at the jukebox. The bikers paid another quarter for more
George. Ellard could taste the smoke coming from the bar. After one more hopeless
shot at the table and another from the bottle, he pulled out his own cigarettes and
added to the haze. There were more important things than pool.
The blonde was still there. She sat at the bar tapping her high heels against
the metal ring at the base of her stool. Ellard had been watching her all night and
finally replaced his stolen glances with an introduction and a drink. Most nights she
would have been nothing more than eye candy between jokes with the guys, but tonight
Ellard was feeling courageous. Fate and Jack Daniels have to work together some12
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times.
"A woman drove me to drink once and I never had the courtesy to thank her."
"Oh Really?"
"Yeah, she looked kinda like you."
The woman laughed, more at him than with him, set her glass down, and
smiled.
"I'm honored."
"I'm Ellard."
She would smile more than once that night.
She was still out there...this he knew...or at least he made himself believe it.
Every time he closed his eyes he could feel her smooth skin and see her hips stirring to
the jukebox. Not much else to think about. Nothing in here was even worth thinking
about. Not like the plant back home with his good job or his Labrador or that night on
route 199. Or the blonde. Everyone said they had a girl waiting for them on the outside;
wives, girlfriends, pen pals, imaginary super models. She was none of these...just a
painkiller. The guards had beaten her name out of him and now only her face remained.
Something with an "L", Laura...Lisa. The curly blonde hair wrapped his mind.
Gray skies always bothered Ellard. It wasn 't so much the color, just the
boredom that seemed to breed from the dull overcast. Ugly and pointless. Truckers
don't have much else to look at anyways. The fine mist rolling off the Great Lakes
bothered him as well. His Scottsdale roared on seven of its eight tired cylinders, tossing
the mist into chaos around the yellow truck. He had just washed it this weekend. Took
his time too. Fucking rain. The run off drained into rusted pits around the doorframes
and turned brown before they were stripped away in the wind. Spray from another
motorist hit the windshield, but the wipers still groaned across the sticky glass. Ellard
grew tired of clicking the shaky wipers on and off as quickly as his coffee grew cold. He
scowled at the noise and passed the car in front of him...some bitch in a minivan. He
had never been late before. Today was not supposed to be complicated. Now he would
be chasing the delay all the way to Florida with one change of clothes. Fucking alarm
clock. He tore onward, darting through hazy tale lights towards a waiting rig and an
angry supervisor. The rain picked up.
He would catch a glimpse of the skyline every couple of days. The good
cafeteria had windows, but he hadn't seen it since the riot. He hadn't seen any time in
the courtyard either. So he had to steal a glimpse when he felt like looking. It was like
staring at the pretty girl you knew you could never get; all a tease that Ellard didn't
need. His world had become rotten white concrete and plexi-glass. Or at least it was
now. It had been worse. He had spent his first year in the basement of Wallens Ridge.
The dungeon of New Fish. Its darkness had consumed him twenty-three and a half
hours a day. That year had become a blur of nightmares, beatings, and screams. But the
darkness was the worst. He prayed for gray overcast skies or the dirty yellow of his
pickup. Most crumble under the initiation. Men claw at their flesh with dull fingernails
hoping to bleed themselves to death in the cold darkness. Their screams had put Ellard
13
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to sleep every night. He would think about his mother back home rocking in her chair,
writing him the letters he would never see. Or he would think of his father, riding his
life away in a rig somewhere on 1-75 between Miami and Detroit so he could put food
on the table. And then he would think of the girl in the bar that night. Good or bad,
there was no solace in these thoughts, only a handhold on reality. His imagination kept
the hope. But that year time grinded on outside the Virginian Mountains. Somewhere,
hundreds of miles away, the blonde was enjoying dinner with a nice accountant named
Stan while Ellard sat in his steel cage listening to the man in the next cell smash his
head against the wall. That year he existed only in his mind. His thoughts had aligned
in perfect harmony to resist the insanity tearing at him from the outside. The darkness
had stolen his color and left him a pale zombie. His vision had never fully recovered.
But Ellard was stronger than that. He saw the insanity and prison was not it. Insanity
was placing hope in a dead end job and selling your life for fifteen dollars an hour so
you can get drunk and impress some girl that never really cared. Insanity was on the
other side of the walls. Ellard realized this now. Prison was a skip on the record. He
was hung up, reliving the same day of his life over and over again until parole or the
prick of a needle came along to bump him back on track. Then the song would finish.

we have an opening on the line if you can show up early sometime next week."
"I'll be there, thank you, " Ellard nodded as he spoke. He exhaled as he hung
up. The last 300 miles would go much faster now. A job at the plant meant more money
and less travel. Things were looking up. He turned around with excitement in his eyes,
ready to finish the cheeseburger and the ride back to Detroit, and froze at the sight of
the little girl. She was out of her booth now, standing in front of him, staring at him
curiously. It caught him off guard. She couldn't have been any older than eight or nine.
The diner was empty aside from him, the girl, and her father sleeping in a booth in the
corner. The girl's dress was wrinkled and her hair was tangled, hanging unrestrained
around a pale face. One side of him wanted to walk over to the sleeping deadbeat and
pound the shit out of him for dragging a kid through hell in the back of a Peterbilt
when she should have been in school or on a playground learning how to swing. But it
was a good night, and in his moment of restored hope, Ellard smiled, walked over to
the jukebox, and punched in a song. He turned to the girl and extended his hand. At
first she hesitated and just eyed him. But just for a moment. Slowly she took his hand
and he spun her around between the empty booths to the sound of her laughter and the
haunting voice of Pasty dine.

Most truck stops served breakfast twenty-four hours a day. Ellard had found
the one truck stop in West Virginia that did not. Twenty-seven years old working for shit
wages behind the wheel of a rig and he couldn 't even order a fucking omelet. Something had to change. There was nothing to gain from selling his life mile after mile. But
he hadn 't cared until now... he just wanted an omelet. He ordered a cheeseburger with
fries instead. The waitress flopped his plate down and made the water marked silverware jump.
He noticed a little girl in a pink dress watching him over the back of a booth
from across the room. Some guys took their kids with them on long hauls. Ellard always
thought it was a horrible thing to do, to drag a kid along on a route. Most companies
banned children on rigs but this guy must not have cared. Ellard waved to the girl with
a weak smile and went back to his food. Fourteen hours on the road had left him
sweaty, sore, and shaky with caffeine. His eyes burned and his shoulders ached. White
line fever had begun to hit. Ellard could still see the staggered white lane markings
scrolling through his vision. He shook the image away by munching on ice in his empty
glass. Food was dangerously important after catching the fever. He knew this well. It
would have been wise to sleep until daylight but the black hours of the morning
promised little traffic and good time. He yearned for darkness and some time to sleep
but he had been running late the whole trip. He finished half the cheeseburger to
Johnny Cash strumming on the jukebox and walked to a line ofpayphones. His legs felt
shaky as he leaned against the wall and dialed a number off a crumpled piece of paper.
"Good morning, Delphi Flint East" The operator's voice was rough.
"Yeah, my name is Ellard Powell, I need to speak with a Mr. Randy in
administration."
"One moment."
Ellard closed his eyes. A minute passed.
"Mr. Randy can't speak with you at the moment, but he wants me to tell you

After solitary confinement he welcomed the nine-by-six of yellow drab. The
bed was a slab of stainless steel, the same slab they used in the morgue. A thick blue
door loomed over him. Most of the time he would get his food through a slit in the
door. He had to stand in the corner with his face to the wall until the tray was slipped
through and the opening was secured. On good days, when there were no incidents and
everyone's wife had put out the night before, the guards let him eat in the cafeteria. It
used to scare him being with the others. He had seen too many men die in a crumpled
bleeding ball at the hands of a psychotic lifer with a sharpened toothbrush. He had seen
it from his feet looking down and from his knees looking up. The blue door kept the
evil from getting in.
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It was a combination of a broken nose and too much whiskey that sent Ellard
sprawling down the steps and into the snow. He crouched there for a moment like he
had forgotten how to stand. Blood dripped down his face and soaked his moustache. It
felt like hot syrup in his mouth. A few people on their way by stared at him but no one
bothered to help, they just watched him drip. Ellard stumbled to his truck thinking
about his job and why they closed the plant and why he was having such a bad day. He
had only worked there for two years and was looking at moving off the line into
supervision. But everything had crumbled and left him slouched at the bar alone with
fate and Jack Daniels. Someone would pay for his broken nose and someone would pay
for the blonde not showing up and most of all someone would pay for his job.
It was wedged inside the glove box, left over from his trucking days. He saw
himself reaching for it but couldn't stop. His mind was soaked in fury and alcohol and
what hadn't crumbled was about to come crashing down. The door to the rusty truck
creaked like sliding bars. On his way back into the bar everyone noticed the blood and
no one noticed the gun.
—Thomas Kern '04
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Canoeing on the Kalamazoo
Perfect day, you said, staring at the sky.
We dipped our paddles into the water,
it was fast and smelled like the chemical plant.
Mosquitoes hung around my face.
I pushed my paddle deeper into the water
and the blade brushed the rocks.
The mosquitoes clustered around my face,
you gave me the backpack with the bug spray.
Near the sandbar, we bumped against the rocks.
The paddle rested on my legs. I climbed out,
and you tossed me the backpack with our lunch.
I poured bottled water down my neck.
The paddle rested on my legs as you pushed us
off the bank. The sun stung my shoulders
and I poured water down my neck.
Our strokes settled into an easy rhythm.
The fast water carried beer cans alongside us.
I wrinkled my nose, then rubbed my shoulders.
Perfect day, you said, looking back at the sky
while shading your face with one hand.
"Untitled I" by Derek Mong '04
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--Meghan Vesper '05
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Dinner with Daddy

'Unfitted II" by Derek Mong '04

The TV blared, presenting its electronic happiness.
Little sister wailed in mom's arms as he stomped in,
plate in hand, dinner is ready. I was four, so little sister
was not yet one. I shook my braids, pressed
my lips into a thin straight line. Every meal
he thought of I said I wouldn't eat. I ignored
his irate stare, avoiding the food I didn't want.
He picked up my yellow plastic tray table.
I colored and ate at it; it had thin, wide, plastic
legs. I was sitting Indian style, toes out,
when he slammed the tray on the floor over me.
I jumped, shouted, eyes wide, terrified; I wailed,
but didn't cry. He ran to the kitchen, threw the plate
of food into the sink, then stood shaking, sobbing silently
with no tears. Mom took me to their room, rocked me,
closing her eyes, taking deep breaths. She prayed
the wailing would stop, she prayed we could just sleep.
I thought daddy was just watching TV.
/ thought I cut your toe off, he says now, eyes full
of unembarrassed, shameful tears. / was so scared.
In a restaurant we sit, talking about children.
Little sister is going to have a baby now.
I'm waiting for him to say something: searching
those watery brown eyes, purple-red face—
where is the lesson in this? He says nothing,
just wipes away little tears pooled in the bags
of his eyes, crosses his arms over his large round belly,
and rocks, trying not to look at the ice
in his snifter. I watch waiters and guests,
think of that yellow tray table, the force, my toe,
could he have? I shake my head, push the thought away.
I pick up my fork, take a bite, and slowly chew salad
as he rocks. Somewhere in the kitchen—
almost drowned out by clattering dishes,
clanking silverware, and slamming trays—
somewhere back there I hear a TV.

-Nikki Rennet '04
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Leaving Behind Yoknapatawpha
You would think the dream
would include cows,
or at least be set in Mississippi.
Instead I just died.
I wasn't upset or afraid,
just a little confused.
For when I entered Heaven
I met William Faulkner
at its gate, not St. Peter.
I asked him what he was doing there.
He answered, in his drunk,
Southern drawl, "punishment."
Then something happened—
he knew I wanted to meet God.
He nodded and pointed over
his shoulder to a bright
white light, keeping his back
to it the entire time.
-Nikki Bennet '04

'Untitled II" by Tricia DiFranco '06
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Dreamer

could stop love. Nothing, she thought happily. She felt her eyelids drop, as her body
begged for sleep.
Then suddenly, her head jerked up. She heard something. At first it was
faint, but then it grew louder. She saw a light emerge from the darkness. It was here!
Finally here! She flew off the bench, and ran madly towards the light. Her heels
barely touched the metro floor as she danced towards the doors and waited. Her heart
nearly stopped as she saw it come to a halt and let out a cloud of smoldering exhaust.
She paid no attention to the exhaust, even though it choked her. Why should she care?
Everything was going to be fine now. She waited, with one hand over her chest to calm
her racing heart. At last, the doors snapped open. She did not blink. She did not
breathe.
Only saw a small stream of strangers exited the door. Then emptiness. She
pressed her hands together and gazed upwards towards the lights of the metro. Then
muttering a few words, she closed her eyes for a few moments. Five minutes passed.
Then ten. Fifteen. There was nobody left, she was sure of it. Her watched ticked
loudly and annoyingly, scolding her for her failure. The doors closed, and once again,
the metro was silent.
Her shoulders dropped. Tears clouded her eyes. Every ounce of hope died.
It was clear now. She tried to swallow the truth. He had not come.

It was late at night, and the metro was unusually silent. Only the footsteps of
rushing businessmen could be heard. They walked by with briefcases in one hand,
coffee in the other, their faces blank, passing each other without a word. They were
too busy. None of them noticed the fat mice searching hungrily for food on the metro
floor. None of them noticed the lonely woman hidden in the shadows.
She was on a bench, her shoulders hunched. Her arms were wrapped around
her thin body and her chin was pressed tightly against her chest. Blond strands of
tangled hair hid her nervous face. She was studying the metro floor, in a desperate
attempt to pass time. The woman starred vacantly at the ancient cigarettes, which
littered the entire floor. She noticed the unwanted pieces of gum that were stamped
onto the benches and half of a ham sandwich that lay a few inches in front of her. Flies
hovered above the sandwich, devouring the moldy treat. She groaned in disgust, but
continued to scan the details of the metro. She studied the metro inch by inch, until
there was nothing left. When she was so nervous that her hands shook, she closed her
eyes briefly, and thought about the future. Only then was she mollified.
For most of the hour, she was alone. Some strangers passed by her occasionally, stopping to ask for directions or lighters. She did not smoke, and she did not
know the metro well enough to help them. When she apologized, they sighed, and
stomped away, angry because their time had been wasted. Most of the strangers,
however, didn't even bother to say hello.
She did not mind the aloof strangers. They were strangers after all. She only
cared about those she loved, because they cared about her. The only important thing in
the world was love. Most of them laughed at her, and called her foolish for falling in
love with him. But she knew the passion existed, and it was her only reason for living.
Growing up as an orphan, she was never truly loved. She did not know what love was
or what love felt like until she met him. But now she had no worries. She was sure
this was love. She had waited long enough for it. Twenty years. She was ready now.
Tonight, for some peculiar reason, she was nervous. She laughed at herself for not
trusting, and tapped her fingers nervously on her knee. She continued waiting, battling
her tiring eyes.
Soon, she was half-asleep, in-between the worlds of dreams and reality. She
thought about the times she had with him. She remembered the time he picked up her
pencil at work when she had dropped it. He did it with such grace. She could recall
every move he made. First, he leant over the table. He was wearing black pants and a
red tie. Then he used his thumb and index finger on his left hand to slowly pick it up.
When he stood up, he handed to her and smiled. He said, "Here, kiddo," in the most
angelic voice. There was another time. He was chewing gum, and he offered her a
piece from his desk. He didn't charge for, just gave it to her. She tried not to cry. His
friendless and love for her was overwhelming.
Now she was waiting. She saw him read her note that Tuesday. He had
laughed. She remembered seeing a fire light up in his eyes. Once she saw his eyes,
knew he was coming to visit her. They were only a few hours away, after all. Nothing

22

—Sandy Liang '07
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Folklore
They dim the headlights to twin whispers,
pop the parking brake, and tape a lie to the window:
Out of gas, Back before morning. He weaves
her through three phone poles and turns
past the last bent one, the wires slack over traffic:
it's listening in. They cross when the cars pass,
then fall through the furrow of tall grass
that shades their love from four lanes:
she rubs his small shoulders, they touch
lightly, he hums a tune. It's the song their town
recites yearly, the one where an immigrant widow
hauls her dead husband thirty miles home
from a bad hand of poker, stopping nightly on
a turnpike (it was dirt then, maybe it was this one)
to lay down in the mule cart beside him. It's here
she's said to have undressed him, cupped her
hands to the still of his chest, and kissed him twice
to draw the moonlight from his open eyes.
The mules knew the way home. Some even call it
a love song, the kind you find yourself singing
when FM crackles to static, and you've strayed
from home. Their sex comes better than
expected. Traffic strums the fast lanes like
guitar strings, and the earth, already spring soft,
hums the tune. They finish in shivers. The girl
stands to a sapling they hadn't noticed before when
eighteen wheels stampede past, painting her face
in the high beams. White hot, her eyes disappear.
"Andromeda Chained to the Rock of Doom" by Matt Messmer '06
Charcoal on paper
30" x 80"
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--Derick Mong '04
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Trapped

•

a

Satin fabric stretches tight around me
Brilliant white
Against the contrasting
Burgundy carpet.
During the slow march up the aisle
My mind wanders
To the trails we used to run through
Down by the river.
One day we found the dead deer
Submerged in the river,
Its neck bent absurdly backwards
Behind a tree root.
And beneath the half floating flaps of skin
The steelhead was ensnared
Behind pale curving prison bars.
Forward he goes, and back again
Thwarted by rib, or throat, but still
Rippling the water with fierce determination
Like the flutters in my stomach.
The farther I walk
The faster my heart beats
I want to turn and run
Like we did years ago
Disgusted by the sheen of bones
Glaring up from the water.
Frightened by the waterlogged carcass,
We left the fish to his fortune
The next day
The skeleton glowed white
Against the dark underbelly,
The bones promising
Never to release it to the surface
A contract like the one
I cannot now delay.
Inescapable and formalized
By the nine months visitor to my body.
I recite my vows
And the ring is fit snugly
Around my finger.
-Sarah Clapp '06
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Blue Ridge Mountains

Grilling on the back porch

It's too early for berries.
Weeds have overgrown the path that climbed
straight up the mountain. Katie pulls
on the edge of my sleeve and slips
her thumb into her mouth.
Tickling her stomach, Michael lifts
her onto his shoulders. When the path
begins to level, he tells me to go ahead.
I climb until I only hear clouds crossing the sky.
The rock sinks into the tall grasses.
I slip off my shoes and lie back against
the cool rock, listening to the wind
tease the spring blossoms.
The blueberry bushes are ripening.
Katie will pluck the green ones, pop
them into her mouth, then wrinkle her nose.
If we find enough, I will bake a pie
like my mom had baked every year.
The new path circles the mountain,
the grass mowed and edges trimmed.
Katie runs ahead and crouches
in the stream, dropping smooth pebbles
back into the water. I shift my backpack,
wishing the rock was cradling me.
Michael drops three ripe berries into my hand.

I have been assigned fruit-salad,
endless cutting until the oranges
stain my fingers. Mom had to leave
the kitchen because I wasn't cutting
apples into small enough pieces.
I grind the knife into her cutting
board and watch my brother.
He's not photogenic.
But she took four rolls of film
last night. Harvard Law
she told the man at the one
hour photo. He won't make it
through a semester.
I let the door slam behind me.
Harvard Law whistles and pokes
at the coals. The steaks will be perfect.
Mom might take a picture of them.
I place the fruit salad
in the center of the table
and swat at the mosquitoes.

--Meghan Vesper '05

--Meghan Vesper '05
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Communion Cup
For Julia
Her mother had died
years ago on Palm Sunday, but I did not know that
when I invited her to church this Easter.
She said she would
"have to think about it" before coming.
She came though. She wore a fur coat,
a jeweled brooch,
sat with me in the fourth from the back
row, silent. The pastor prayed before lifting
the bread.
He broke it—do this in remembrance of me.
Tears slid slowly down her rouged cheeks,
breaking apart
into the tributaries of her wrinkles.
We took the juice in clear little plastic
cups, the pastor
said, "I hope you look into this
and see the blood of Christ."
We all drank,
heads back in unison, then bowed
to pray again. She held the cup in one hand
during his
lengthy prayer—then, when he mentioned
forgiveness and peace, the plastic cup
cracked loudly
under the pressure of her thin frail hand.

—Nicki Bennet '04

"Tony" by Erin Saelzler'06
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Contributors' Notes
Nikki Bennett is a senior writing major from Heath, OH. She's not sure exactly what
she will do next year, but has narrowed it down to Christian ministry or writing,
possibly graduate school. Of her poetry, she says, "I write about anything and everything. I enjoy getting ideas for poems and trying them out. After several drafts, some of
those ideas are poems. Others of them end up in the Granville Coffee Co. trashcan or
lost on my research desk in the library." On the poems in this issue: "Two of them were
inspired by my family, but are not true. I was true to the poem, not the story, I guess.
'Leaving Behind Yoknapatawpha' was inspired by Dr. Ramsey's Faulkner seminar. That
class was good times; our research group was the best."

Meghan Vesper is a junior English writing and History Double major She lived in
Kalamazoo, Michigan for thirteen years before moving to Columbus. When she is not
at Whit's Custard with her roommates, she likes to run and be with her family. Meghan
thanks Nikki Bennett, her 'poetry buddy,' for her support and friendship

Sarah Clapp is a sophomore writing major from Clio, Michigan. She has enjoyed
writing for as long as she can remember. She says of her poetry, "I just try to have fun
with it. A lot of it gets lost somewhere underneath my dresser, but every once in a
while something sticks with me."
Thomas Kern is junior English Major from Perrysburg, Ohio. He enjoys writing,
reading, sports, movies, and spending time with his friends.
Sandy Liang is a first-year student from Hilliard, Ohio. She is majoring in biology and
admits to "being clumsy during labs, breaking five test tubes, a stirring rod, a watch
glass, and a beaker." She also likes dolphins and puppies.
Matt Messmer is a sophomore studio art major from Phoenix, Arizona. Matt can be
distinguished by the beret that he regularly wears. This summer he completed an oncampus research project investigating the Greek myth of Perseus and the myth's
depiction in art. The project was centered around Matt creating artwork of his own
which is based upon the myth. The two pieces shown in this semester's Exile Magazine
are taken from that body of work. Matt would like to thank professors Ron Abram and
Lauren Eisen for their support in that project as well as his current art projects. Other
artworks by the artist can be seen in the Bandersnatch coffee house on East Quad
which he frequents. For the price of a drink, Matt will sketch a picture for you if asked.
Derek Mong is a very happy young man who will be graduating with an English
Writing degree in May. He would like to thank those persons associated with the 2003
Jonathan R. Reynolds' Young Writers' Workshop (peers, pupils and professors alike)
for their overall loveliness, writerly poise, and golf-cart cunning. Al Armbrister, you
are my hero.
Erin Saelzler is a junior at Denison. She is an MTA major and a Chemistry minor. In
addition to writing and drawing, she also participates in Fencing Club, SAC, DISA,
East Asian Club, and the Denisonian.
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The Fisherman
Stones and seashells mix and crunch
beneath my flip-flopped feet as I
walk the stretch of road between dinner
and dessert at Grams' across town.
Tonight the salty shore breeze catches
my hair, twirling it in spirals behind
as I search for room to place another star
in the filled night sky. During summers,
a new man whispers, Look, look love—
they shine for you. But tonight there is no
new man. Tonight I stroll among docked
fishing boats with names like Matty G
and Southern Star, the smell of drying nets
surrounding. A chilly gust goose-bumps
my bare shoulders, and I pull my wrap around me,
tighter, only red-tipped toes exposed. Alone,
I hum a tune for the parked boats, I sing
to rotting fish on decks, I hum
to waves against ship hulls. My moonlit
eyes return a stare and I'm interrupted—

"Curious George" by Geoff Young'05

tanned cheeks and crooked teeth reflect
off the bright white of boat decks. An old sailor,
perhaps a fisherman, with stories of shipwrecks
and a past perfectly restless. I dream his history

while our eyes meet briefly when we pass
in this midsummer moment. Looking into
his jagged smile I stare hard, trying
for a glimpse of magic, a look into adventure
out of this small coastal town. His rough blue coat
brushes my shoulder on the narrow dock and
I listen for a profound lyric but am disappointed...
All I hear is ocean's whispering song.
--Beth Clevenstine '04
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The Pilot

"Anxious" by Tricia DiFranco'06
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He came from far away in an old light blue car with duct tape over the
windshield and a little piece of wood over the gas cap to keep the gas from spilling
over the road. A yellow police light was attached to the roof of the car that didn't
work. He was driving on two spare tires that were almost stripped bare. The man was
skinny with gnarled arms, he was a living scarecrow. He had teeth like corn kernels
and smiled like a carved pumpkin. Aviator sunglasses covered his eyes. One hallowed
evening, he drove into the town hunched against his steering wheel. Everyone was
looking out of their windows to see what the commotion was. It was the engine. It
made loud whining noises. He sped down the narrow streets and the people felt a slight
chill in the air. Nobody drove a car like that one, and nobody had an eye patch in this
town. But they saw him for a few weeks—saw him driving around for seemingly no
reason. Everyone was curious. Everyone speculated.
The small town was really just composed of old people and children. Adults
filled into the cracks at night when they drove home from work down the main road in
their small cars and settled into living rooms and kitchens. They all worked far away in
offices and sat in cubicles, and they had no idea. They were the adults, the voices of
reasoning and authority. They were all alike and they didn't care.
The elderly lived in small houses on a tiny hill near the river. Everything
centered around the river, it was the only source of energy into the town. The only
thing that really moved. The houses only had a few windows that were evenly spaced
and always rectangular. Some of them didn't even open at all. Some of them were
melting because they were so old. The houses only had one floor. Most of them were
elevated off the ground with tiny blocks of concrete. They all had aluminum siding and
were painted in various shades of gray to match the stinging metallic roofs. The
elderly drove in tiny cars, cheap cars. One old man had a luxury car, but he never
drove it. It sat out on his driveway and sometimes he would come out with his feeble
hands covering his tiny eye-slits, and he would clean the hood ornament. He thought
he was better than anyone else, that's what the elderly said.
When the elderly saw the man in the blue car, they clicked their tongues and
called the car a death trap. They watched him from their suspicious gossip windows
and wondered what he was doing in the town. They speculated that he was probably a
murderer from a few towns over, and they nagged their loved ones to watch the news.
They would catch the man for anything and then would be heroes.
There were a lot of kids in the town as well, and they pretty much raised
themselves. That's how it went. The parents were too busy and much too inattentive to
really care about children. Kids went to school during the day, but school wasn't an
important part of their lives. School was an imposing brick structure with a bent
wooden sign. It was grades 1-12.
The kids all went to a park after school; it was the only place to really hang
out. They couldn't go home until the parents came home because they didn't have any
keys. They weren't trusted with keys, but they were forced to care for themselves. The
children all congregated at the park after classes were over. The kids were in black and
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white, they weren't discernable and none were specifically good looking or popular.
They all followed the same trends and acted the same part. They had the same social
skills. The younger kids, who were still tainted by ignorance and youth, played on the
large aluminum slides. Although they were always only playing on the slides, which
didn't look very fun, they were usually laughing. That's because they didn't realize that
after the slides, they would graduate to the picnic benches or maybe a swing if you
were dating someone and that person would push you on it, and that wasn't really any
better.
The kids who sat on the benches and occasionally swung were arrogant and
quiet. They exchanged small town gossip about teachers and the city and who-likedwho, but they never really laughed. They sat with grim lips in thin lines and cold eyes
and stared at the gravel of the parking lot that surrounded the park. Some of them
smoked cigarettes, and those kids would vanish into the forest that surrounded the
other half of the park to smoke. They would fade like shadows and faint gray lines into
the spindly trees and all you could see were tiny trails of burning tobacco in the air.
You couldn't tell the difference, sometimes, between the kids and the trees. Everything
was the same color. Some of the kids smoked pot, and those kids rarely said much of
anything. They played Frisbee and tried to write significant songs. Some of them were
gothic, and those kids huddled in bunches behind a chain fence and wore metal and
swore in circles. Some of the kids dressed nicely, and they poised near the slides and
sometimes smiled at the unknowing children and they didn't want to get their clothes
dirty, ever.
When the man drove into town in the car, the kids became frightened. They
had something to talk about, and they called it The Pilot. They called him that because
they thought that he was cruising to kill. Nobody knew who made up the name, which
made The Pilot a legend. The first week, though, they just let it go, really. They would
smile about the man in the car and they would hint at fear, but they were too shy and
insecure to admit that they thought the man was a murderer. The second week, nobody
could handle it anymore. They saw him everywhere and heard his car at night when
they were trying to sleep. They began to speculate together, and that's how they got
scared.
The adults saw The Pilot too, but they didn't care. They scoffed at the man in
the light blue car and cursed him for dirtying the streets with the exhaust smoke that
poured out the pipe on the back of the car. They didn't have much to say, they were
never around and didn't understand fear.
Sometimes kids drowned in the river that cut through the town. Most of the
time, the kids were able to get out of the river, but often they could not. There was an
undertow, and it was a bad one. Every year, a few kids fell into the river and died. It
was small town tragedy. When The Pilot came, the kids silently started blaming him
for all the quiet deaths that occurred and all the kids that went under water and
drowned. They said that The Pilot kept bodies in the trunk of his car and wore aviator
sunglasses because he only had one eye, one eye that would kill at any chance. The
kids said that The Pilot was a dead man driving a murder weapon, that he had risen
from the grave two towns over and was ready for vengeance. He was going to push kids
into the river and kill them. He was going to put bodies in the car and eat them later,

hide them in a cave.
Once, said a tiny kid from under the slide, he had seen The Pilot graze over
his gravel driveway and nearly hit the mailbox. The next day, said the kid, The Pilot
was waiting outside his house like a death warrant. The kid said that later on, he didn't
do so hot on an exam, and he thought The Pilot was most likely to blame. He had
seeped into his brain and eaten the knowledge right out of there, the kid explained.
Then the kid started twitching and had a seizure on the ground. When he came to, he
said that he knew that he was going to die. The Pilot was after him. He said that he
heard that first, The Pilot will do something small. But then he kills, he always kills.
The kid was crying and it was obvious that he hadn't slept for days. All the other kids
looked down at the child and nodded in pity, they knew it was true and they felt bad.
Another kid piped in and everyone turned around. He was small and gray and
had a shaved head. His voice was white and it only emitted tiny sounds. He said that he
had seen The Pilot waiting outside of the school a week ago. He said that The Pilot had
rolled down his window and talked to a little girl in the third grade. This week, his
voice faltered, that little girl had been admitted to the hospital. She had almost
drowned in the river. The kid said that he had been looking out of his window that
night and The Pilot drove past his house and clothes were trailing out of the trunk of
his car, drying. He saw water flying from those clothes, the kid said. He knew then, he
was crying now like the other boy, that The Pilot was going to kill the girl. He said that
even if she got better, she was going to die soon. His voice rose and he said that one
couldn't imagine what the clothes looked like to him. They were wet black flags of
doom. Everyone was going to die, the kid said, and he fell on the ground in a bundle of
bones and fear.
When the kids spoke of The Pilot, they all listened. The gothic kids would
gather in a solemn semi-circle and nod slowly and look sternly at the forest and wonder
where the man came from and where he would go. They wondered who was next and
secretly hated looking gothic and tough when they wanted to look scared. The hippie
kids would drop the disc and sit on the grass and pull up strands and look confused.
They didn't quite understand that they were going to die, but they started to slowly hear
their music fading. And they stopped playing Frisbee all the time. Even the kids who
dressed nicely paid a silent reverence to the little girl who had gone down and all the
kids who were likely to follow. They were sad about the victims of a man behind
aviator glasses with time to kill in more than one way. The younger kids would get
scared and huddle closely, like tiny rabbits in the small-town hole, and think about
death for the first time ever.
The sun would go down on the park and the kids would stare up at the golden
orb sinking down the horizon line, and then look at each other. They would look at
each other with tiny pinprick eyes. They would squint at the tree line and say they
wouldn't waste tomorrow if The Pilot would just go away, go back from where he came
from. They would look at the sun again, wondering where the time goes. Then they
would walk home.
They would walk past the silent graveyard and stare at the gravestones and
imagine The Pilot digging up bodies and throwing them in the trunk of his car. They
would walk up past the river in the center of the town and make sure to stay far away
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from the edge of the steep embankment, vowing never to laugh at the river again. They
would walk through the cornfields and near the elderly people's houses and into their
own sterile neighborhoods. They would go home to the tiny houses with insignificant
porches and wavering lamplights that indicated that the parents were home. Sometimes, the parents were in the windows and they would wave out of habit. Then the kids
would fight or eat dinner or do homework, go to bed, talk on the phone, maybe watch
television. They did unexciting things and waited for The Pilot to cruise by on a death
mission.
Then The Pilot would come out. The kids could hear the car from a mile
away, and they would grasp the nearest object tightly and peer out the windows of their
houses. The elderly people would rise from their yellow card tables and gather near the
windows of their own tiny houses and pull the curtains close to their cheeks and stare
out the windows, waiting for him to pass. They would click their tongues, like always,
and tell their significant others to shut up, they were listening, it was important. The
Pilot would pass, his car making white noises and choking sounds, and he would
vanish up the hills and away from the elderly and the kids. Everyone would exhale at
the same time. The kids would fall back from the windows, feeling changed and
worried. They would check their bodies discreetly, making sure that nothing happened.
They would thank God that everything was okay. The elderly would pull back from the
curtains, feeling satisfied, and a little old and a little depressed. The excitement had
come and gone. Then they would call their neighbors and gossip about what they
assumed The Pilot was up to.

go outside, shut up and walk next door to get that cup of flour, you won't die, really,
you won't, they said. The kids wouldn't go. They clung like tiny sponges to the cheap
plastic doors and watched for The Pilot to drive by.
One day, a child in the fifth grade was sitting inside his house,
watching television. The mother told the child to run to the gas station, just over the
river, and pick her up a pack of cigarettes and a bottle of water. She said to make it
quick, and flicked her dishtowel at the young child. The father, sitting in the kitchen,
hunched over a hard turkey cutlet growled at the mother and told the child to go. You
go, child, said the father. The child glared at the father, but the father was too busy
eating to notice. He had given command. The child didn't move. The mother was silent
for a few moments, but she flicked her towel again. The child wouldn't go, The Pilot
was outside, and he had heard that just recently, a little girl had almost drowned in an
eddy and she had talked to The Pilot just moments, moments, before she was sucked
unconscious under the slick and streaming water. The gray and white water had swirled
around her head, the kid said, and The Pilot screamed into her ears until she fell asleep
and was washed ashore in a bloated mess however long later. She barely lived, the
child pleaded.
The mother gave the child a stern look and told him to go, go to the store,
und make it quick, that the child didn't almost die, she's out of the hospital, and who
are you hearing this from? She looked angry and it was obvious that she didn't
understand her child's fear. Then the mother softened and let the child sit on her knee,
as she explained to the child that The Pilot was just a crazy old man who drove around
the world and just happened to be terrorizing the neighborhood at the time. But not in a
bad way, he's just a vagrant. Her voice faltered a little. He certainly is quite obvious for
a serial killer, she said. She was trying to convince the child that everything was okay.
It was coercion. There was a while gleam in her eye as she said this. The father may
have smiled also while finishing his cutlet.
The child looked up at the mother and slit-smiled back. His teeth were white
and his skin was gray against them. His eyes elicited a trusting glance and he bounded
off his mother's lap and extended his little hand for the money. The mother smiled also
and went to get her purse. She returned and gave the child an extra few cents for an
Airhead candy, they were his favorite.
The kid ventured outside and the door shut behind him in a slam and a whine.
The door was locked, he tested it with his hand. The mother had locked it. He must go
to the gas station, quick. The gas station was just over the bridge, right over the water,
over the water that seemed to draw kids in and spit them out, changed and a little
grayer. When they died, if they died, the flesh would probably rot right off, they were
like little bones inside a paper bag with some fat. The kid shook this image out of his
head and darted his eyes to the right. He saw the neon sign in the distance, just over the
bridge. He stepped cautiously. His mother called from the house to hurry up and get
going, it's almost time for bed. You better not be worrying, she yelled, what did I just
tell you, you insolent kid? He took off.
In the other houses, the kids were watching this child, who was making a
risky climb up the hill and over the water, towards the lights of the gas station. They
thought the kid was going to die. He was going to waste right away like the rest of

"Did you hear, Mae Jones's kid almost drowned a week ago. Quite a shame,
really. She might have brain damage. We think he's responsible."
"That little Jones girl, they say that she was just walking along the path. The
old path in the middle of town, yes. Yes, and she just fell into the river. Might-a
cracked her head on a rock."
"He pushed her down the embankment, Edna. Everyone knows it. Little dear
probably won't live."
The kids didn't go outside at night alone, because The Pilot would silently
cruise past them, and they were terrified of the empty oval glasses and the eye patch.
They were scared of his car and the aviators. They were afraid of losing their souls
under the tiny spare tires. Some of the kids could feel his soul emanating from the
exhaust smoke from the car. They could feel the heat in black and white, and they were
scared.
They told this to the adults, but the adults didn't care. They didn't care that
The Pilot was in town, and they said that he was probably visiting someone in the
woods or maybe he was conducting a survey for the government. They shrugged off the
kids and refused to believe them. The parents had no creativity. The kids would glare at
the adults, but the adults were usually busy doing something else and didn't see those
stares. Maybe they didn't choose to see them. The parents told the kids to shut up and
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them, and they nodded in pity and they stared at the tile floors before turning back to
television and homework. One child lingered and put a palm to the glass, looking sad,
but realizing that if this kid died, maybe he wouldn't have to. The child saw these kids
and looked determined and brave.
The kid walked up the rows of houses and over the tiny sidewalks. He
reached the tiny bridge and looked over it and into the swirling water. He didn't hear
The Pilot, and wasn't too scared. He looked over again and thought, if The Pilot pushed
me in, I would live. I could swim. His tiny chest puffed out a bit and he was proud, but
still a little concerned. He looked down once more and saw nothing. He saw nothing
but tiny bits of paper and some garbage swirling around on the edges of the water, and
he thought there was nothing to worry about. Nobody ever died, the mother was right.
He was an arrogant testing kid, and he climbed over the bridge fence and stood bravely,
hanging over the water, his arms stretched behind him. He was holding the metal
grating and looked like the front of a ship, like that mermaid on the front of ships. He
stood there, puffing his chest out. He closed his eyes and pointed his head up towards
the great moon and felt proud and brave again and like there was nothing to worry
about.
He heard the engine coming and his reality shattered. The kid fell into the
tumbling water and his small body was tossed about like a toothpick in a hurricane. He
was choking on the water and didn't feel proud anymore. The gray ice water was
swallowing him up and he grasped the air for help. He couldn't hold onto the air. He
pulled upwards and tried to get to the edge of the swirling water, and he could not. He
was drowning gracefully and suffering darkly like the others.
Yellow headlights shone above on the bridge and a car door slammed. The
Pilot had gotten out of his car and let the door hinge shut. He stood on the bridge above
the drowning kid and looked down; he was disgusted and he shook his head. He pulled
off his aviators and put them on the hood of his car. The car was still running. Nobody
saw him. He looked down at the child again who was still flailing in the water. He
jumped off the bridge.
The kid felt a bony arm pulling at the back of his neck. He choked in fear of
The Pilot and saw the crooked grimace. The Pilot dragged the kid to the side of the
river and pulled him ashore. Then he vanished, the car scuttled away.
The kid woke up later on the bank of the river. He was soaking wet and had
lost his mother's money. She would kill him when she found out. The kid stood up, but
his legs were very shaky and he almost fell down. He had to crawl up the scrubby
embankment to the clean paved sidewalk above. He reached the sidewalk and had grass
bits and mud on his wet legs and his pants. He looked down into the swirling water and
thought that he had almost been killed by The Pilot.
The next day at school he told everyone that he had almost died, that The
Pilot had come after him and he had almost been a victim. A victim just like the little
girl at the hospital who was going to die.
The Pilot never came back. He left this town and started driving the streets of
a new town. When he came, people were looking out of the windows, trying to see
what the commotion was. It was the engine, it was whining. He was dragging his wet
clothing from the trunk of his car, and people were looking speculatively out of their
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windows at his ugly vehicle and his frightening face. An elderly woman commented
that he looked like an axe murderer. Another commented that there aren't axe murderers in these parts, but she eyed The Pilot with concern. They didn't have people with
eye patches and cars like that here, not here.
—Lauryn Dwyer '05
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When Time Leaves Us

'Unfilled" by Ashley Meade '04

The queue lengthens and winds
with the potluck Sunday crowd.
In between round tables and disheveled
chairs, it hisses and breathes
with conversation and empty stomachs.
Sugar and butter mingle with fried chicken,
as my nose dictates the direction
of my feet, my legs, to the corner
where tots have been dropped by parents
who enjoy conversation unrelated
to cartoons, while kids zealously labor
over their cookie decorating.
Our house too smelled sweetly on days
of creating, when Nanny Ross stood
with a white halo, beneath rays tumbling
through
the window. She guided my chubby hands,
till I did not want to eat the exaggerated smile
on a sugary head. It was my favorite part of her
visit—
collaboration, the feel of soft, wrinkled hands
on my own, whose magic I tried to achieve.
But the creating stopped
and I still don't know what claimed you
or even recall where you're buried.
You looked like our sugar cookies—a caricature.
I leaned
dangerously over the casket's edge and touched
your face, wiping a frightening rouge
from your upper lip. And I dreamt
people mistook you for a confection, leaving
only crumbs for me to gather. Even awake,
I'm still gathering. But now
a little general, with irresistible childish
command,
desires my counsel. I advise her
on a suitable color for lips and eyes,
and satisfied she displays her handiwork. I look
down and smile, though I prefer
my cookies unpainted.
-Rachel Wise '06
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Cigars Are Meant to be Smoked

'Unfilled I" by Tom Michaels '04
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The ache in his knee got steadily worse as Dr. Brown climbed the stairs to the
fourth floor of the Cathedral of Learning. Refusing to use the cane his doctor had
prescribed for such an occasion and grumbling because the university hadn't fixed the
elevator yet, he pulled the weight of his body along the metal railing.
"Damn arthritis," he said. "You couldn't have waited just one more year,
could you?"
Finally reaching the floor, Brown took a moment to catch his breath. His left
arm cradled a manila folder bulging with papers and blue books. It was the last day of
classes, and he'd never disappointed his history students by giving them an easy end to
the semester. He could almost feel the sweat and agony that had gone into the essay on
Hannibal's Punic War by the pain in his wrist before he reached his own office. Or
maybe he was just old. He wasn't sure.
"Afternoon, Deborah," he said, passing the red-headed secretary.
"Uh, huh," she answered without looking up from her computer.
He'd forgotten to lock his office door and was pleasantly surprised to realize
it. The overhead light flickered before committing itself to the endeavor.
He heaved the folder onto his oak desk with a muttered, "Damn light," before
switching on his desk lamp.
The bookshelves on three of the small room's walls matched the desk but
were far more empty. He had boxed up the volumes of books days earlier. The empty
space failed to make the room look any larger than it was, though, and the moth-ridden
smell of the books lingered in the orange and yellow paint, now faded, from the 70s.
The sweet scent of the cigars he'd smoked only twice in the office's lifetime could still
be recognized in the wooden floor, despite the fact that the shag carpet had been
removed years ago, and he thought that he could even distinguish a faint hint of it on
the family photo he kept on his desk. Even now the stagnant air surrounded him,
though he'd put a fan in the one square window, and it had been running since eight
that morning. The room felt old, and it reminded Brown that he, too, was old every
time he entered it.
The wheels on his calico-covered chair squeaked as he pulled it away from
his desk. He knew it had to sit one and a half feet from the desk so his sagging
stomach wouldn't feel uncomfortable from the pressure. Now seated, at least his knee
would get a rest. Opening the drawer next to him, he found his bottle of aspirin next to
a cigar wrapped in a napkin. He remembered meaning to smoke this one two years
ago, when he and his wife Madeline had argued about whether or not to have their
kitchen redone. Of course he hadn't smoked it because he knew Madeline would smell
it on his clothes, but his secret habit had always made him feel better. Maybe because
it was a secret. Maybe because the sweetness would seep into his veins. When his son
Michael had made an ashtray for him out of bent tin in middle school, Brown had
snuck him into the basement, where they'd christened the gift with Michael's first puffs
on a cigar. Madeline had been visiting her sister for a week and had never been the
wiser. He'd even kept two butts in the same ashtray on his desk to try to convince
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himself that he had smoked the cigar from their argument and to keep the smell around
him. With the ache in his knee, the sight of the cigar reminded him of the bliss he'd
feel if he smoked it. His hand hovered over it, as though even touching it would be a
sin.
Sunlight streamed across his face as he sat, and when he lifted his head, he
had to squint to see the few books left on the shelf across from him. After he'd shut his
desk drawer, he commenced with his daily eye exam as he read a book's spine, "O, no
D, no G...A...L...Galinsky. Karl Galinsky. Ha! And they say I need bifocals. Really!
Damn glasses."
His gold-rimmed frames sat neglected next to the jar of red pens on the right
corner of his desk. They weren't folded because he knew he'd need them to grade the
papers, but he'd pushed them off to the side as often as possible.
Turning on the AM radio and straightening its antenna, Brown filled the room
with Bach and fluttered his fingers as if playing the piano. He'd never played, but he'd
always needed the noise for reading. It had been ingrained into his brain since he'd
tried to rock their son to sleep while looking over papers years ago. The melodic
sounds would sufficiently soothe Michael and allow Brown to concentrate at the same
time.
There was a knock on his open door. "Dr. Brown?"
He turned down the music. He rarely got visitors.
"Yes, Kayla," he said to the rosy-cheeked brunette lingering in the doorframe.
She played with her fingers nervously and did not come in any further. "I
was just wondering if you had had a chance to look at the papers yet?"
Kayla Wineforder. It had taken Albert a moment to think of her last name,
though she was technically his advisee and he prided himself on remembering all of his
students' names. He'd met with her three times early in the semester to discuss her
research, but then she'd fallen ill to Senior-itis, he suspected. Her papers had been late,
rushed, and non-substantial, and her attendance had diminished to almost nothingness.
She would be at the bottom of his massive pile, as he'd always organized his work
alphabetically to grade more efficiently, but she looked worried. Unfortunately, as
Albert recalled from her transcripts that sat in a small pile among his other folders, she
had a right to be. Kayla was graduating on Saturday, and her grades in Dr. Brown's
Ancient History course would play a major role in whether or not she got to pick up
her diploma.
"I've just sat down to look at them now," he smiled kindly even though it was
hard to tell through his silver mustache. "I'll keep my promise to have them all graded
by the end of the day. It's my policy."
"Well... okay. ..Urn...."
There was nothing he hated worse than a student who couldn't say just what
she wanted, and it was obvious from the way that she kept beginning to speak what she
wanted. "If you come back later, I'll be happy to tell you your grade and answer any
questions."
Kayla blushed and continued to play with her fingers. "Thanks." She turned
to go. "Oh, should I close the door behind me?"
"No need, no need"
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"Okay," she said, nodding slowly. It was obvious from the care of her nod
that there was something else she needed to say. "You know that I'm graduating on
Saturday, right? It's the Big Day." A nervous grin spread halfway across her face.
"Yes, yes I do."
"Okay...," she said, turning to leave again. Her chin had sunk a little lower,
and Brown saw close her eyes.
"Kayla?"
"Yes, Dr. Brown?" There was a depressed sigh in her voice that he hadn't
heard in a student for awhile.
"I promise you I'll have your grade by three o'clock." Brown knew she was
worrying herself sick. Some students just couldn't come out and say it.
Kayla smiled with some relief. "Thanks, Dr. Brown. I'll see you then."
Alone once again, Albert turned the music up, looked down to the first paper
in front of him, and moaned as he reluctantly reached for his glasses. Soon the smell
of fresh chocolate wafted into his office, calling his name, though he knew his wife
would have a fit if she even knew cookies were being baked in his vicinity.
"Deborah!" he called from his chair towards the next room.
Nothing.
"Damn thick walls." Brown steadied himself on the desk before standing. It
wasn't rare that standing up too quickly gave him a headache, but he'd mastered the
preventative measures. Finally up, he lumbered the five feet to the door, ignoring the
limp that ten minutes of sitting had given him. Deborah was bringing a large plate of
chocolate chip cookies out to the lounge's table when Brown came in.
"What's the occasion?" he asked.
Slowly looking up she answered in her Southern twang, "Well, being it's the
last day of the year and all, and Dr. Cortwright's retiring, I thought y'all might like
some cookies." After placing a stack of white napkins next to the plate, she smiled and
walked past him into her office.
Brown paused then slid his glasses back off his nose. For a moment he
twisted the frames between his fingers, as Kayla had played with hers just minutes
earlier. Yes, Dr. Cortwright, his colleague for the past twenty years, was retiring. At
60, she had published ten books about the history of Europe and had was adored by her
students, who were constantly in her office discussing their day's endeavors. He was
sure she would be the kind of retiree who'd spend all of her time with her grandchildren. Brown, on the other hand, rarely saw his grandchildren because his son only
came home to Pittsburgh for the holidays. Phoenix and Pittsburgh were quite the hike
from one another, after all.
The offices around the lounge rang with the voices of students and professors. Brown could hear Dr. Flannagan's laugh from down the hall and Dr. Mitchell's
speech to an advisee: "You'll need to bring your GPA up next semester." Deborah was
typing loudly with hard, decisive clicks, though he doubted she was actually doing any
real work, and he could smell the burning coffee, always too strong, on the table in the
corner. Somewhere around the corner, there was a student crying, and around the other
corner, he could hear another student say, "I have to go say good-bye to Dr. Cortwright.
She's retiring!"
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Finally letting his eyes drift back to the middle table and allowing the
temptation get the better of him, Brown took one of the soft cookies in his hand before
returning to his office.
"I can have a damn cookie if I want to have a damn cookie," he said under his
breath, proud of himself. The prospect of the cigar, still wanting to be smoked,
continued to loom in his head as he bit into the cookie. If he could have a cookie, then
why couldn't he have his cigar? It was his office, after all, and his cigar. Brown stared
at the desk drawer, and then at the burnt ashtray. Drawer. Ashtray. Drawer. An ashtray
was meant to be used!
"Oh, damn," he said, flicking the ashtray into the empty box on the chair in
front of his desk. He shook his head and stuffed the cookie into his mouth.
Ten minutes later, though, the glee of the fresh cookie was still strong in his
mouth, and he called home in a good mood.
"Madeline, I was thinking that maybe we could have some of your great
spaghetti and garlic bread tonight for dinner."
"Oh, Albert," his wife said, "I already made your favorite, tuna casserole, to
celebrate your last day. I was even going to make you a special pie. Besides, you
don't really want garlic bread. It gives you heartburn."
"Yes, Maddy, but I just thought..."
"No, no. Don't tire me. I'm on the other line with Mikey. I'll see you when
you come home, and we'll have a special dinner. Oh, did you talk to Daniel yet?"
Fifty years of marriage had not taught her that spaghetti, and not tuna casserole, was
his favorite, and the woman still had a remarkable ability in changing the topics of
conversation.
"No, not yet."
He heard her sigh over-dramatically, a trait he both loved and hated. "Albert,
you know you need to. You probably shouldn't have even waited this long. Oh, well.
Do it soon, alright? I'll see you at home. Love you."
"Yes, yes. Love you, too, Maddy," he said, ending the conversation with a
click of the phone. "Damn tuna casserole." He went back to the papers in front of
him.
Brown was three papers into his stack when Deborah knocked on the door.
"Albert, I was going to get the mail... hey, y'all did some major cleanin' in here. Oh,
that's right. You're moving to Dr. Cortwright's office next semester, aren't you?"
The idea was preposterous. He'd been in his office for so long that the walls
would feel jealous if he moved into a new setting. Brown's eyebrows furrowed, and
the sides of mouth curled down. "No, no I am not. Where did you hear that?"
"Oh, I thought I'd heard that from Dr. Johnson. But maybe not. Oh, well.
Anyways, I was going to get the mail, so if y'all need anything, I can get that, too."
Brown thought for a moment. He was sure there were still cookies out there
because he hadn't heard many people pass through the lounge, but he knew he didn't
need any more. "No, no thank you, Deborah. I'm fine."
"Alright, then," she smiled and walked away, leaving Brown to forget about
the cookies.
At two-thirty, the clock on the wall dinged, and Brown looked up. He

smirked and gave himself a small pat on his shoulder for being able to see the clock's
large hands clearly.
"The eyes are still as sharp as a tack, my friend," he said. "They don't know
what they are talking about." He had all but three papers done.
There was another knock on the door before he could begin reading. Kayla.
"Dr. Brown?" Instead of playing with her fingers, she was biting her lower
lip.
"Yes, Kayla," he answered, seeing that her paper was next in line. "I was just
about to read your paper. See? I told you I'd finish them today. You're just a little
early." He shook his left forefinger in the air, as though this simple act would prove
everyone wrong.
The words stumbled out of her mouth, "Oh, well, okay. I didn't mean to be
too early, but I was sitting out here, and I overheard the secretary mention a conversation with you to another professor, so I thought you were maybe done. I, uh, can wait
out here if you want."
Normally a fumbling student would humor Brown, who had become a history
professor because history was the only thing that had ever interested him, and he told
his students he taught to torture them the way his favorite professor had tortured him.
He remembered with a smirk joking with Michael several years ago that "You know
you are effective when you scare the hell out of them. It keeps them on their toes."
But today was special. With graduation on Saturday, no more students would be
visiting his small abode.
He smiled, and his blue eyes caught the sunlight coming through the window.
"No need," he said, waving his left hand towards the chair next to the desk. "Sit down,
and we can talk about this paper."
The suggestion had caught Kayla off-guard, but she removed the box from
the chair and sat down, anyway. "Oh, I see you're ready for the end of the year, too,"
she said, looking around the room.
"Oh? What do you mean?"
Kayla pointed down to the box she'd just moved. "The box. I assume you're
packing up for the summer?"
"Oh," Brown said. He paused. She was graduating and wouldn't know that it
really wasn't just for the summer. There was no need to make a big deal out of it.
"Yes, packing up. It's that time, you know."
"I guess I always thought professors just left their books here over the
summer."
"Well...," Brown started. Looking down, he patted her paper. He had gained
some skills from his wife over the years. "So, tell me. What did you think of the
paper topic?"
"Well," Kayla said after clearing her throat, "to be honest, I found it rather
difficult, but I worked really hard on it, and I think I really improved from the last
paper. I... I know that I haven't shown my best work this semester, but I really, really
worked on this one. I tried to use as many primary sources as I could, and your book
on Hannibal was very helpful."
Brown let the pen he'd been holding fall from his weathered fingers. "You
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read my book?"
Kayla nodded. "Yes, and I found it very interesting, actually. Have you
written any others?"
Swallowing hard, he looked back down and said, "No, no others. Just a few
papers. I'm surprised you even found that one." He laughed slightly, remembering the
happiness he'd felt upon publishing his book forty years earlier. Madeline had taken
him out to dinner and called him her hero, but when she'd lost her job five years later,
it was obvious that his time was better spent doing taxes for the neighbors and making
the extra money they needed, rather than writing his next book. She'd eventually found
more work, but Brown had never returned to writing. Unexplored ideas lay in a pile
under the basement stairs, but he still kept the framed contract from his book on a wall
in his office.
Brown turned back to Kayla but quickly noticed the man in the doorway
behind her.
"I see you're still working hard. Right up to the last minute and everything.
I, on the other hand, am off. See you next fall, Albert," Dr. Johnson said, holding his
briefcase, ready to go home. Behind him, Dr. Cortwright came up, sunglasses
delicately propped on her head.
"I'll be sure to come back and visit you in the fall, Albert," she said, shifting
her weight under the box she was carrying. "I hear you'll be taking over my old office.
I hope the shelf space works for you. They're sturdy shelves, but there aren't as many
of them. The extra window will be nice for you, I'm sure."
Feeling his chest drop, Brown answered, "It will all be fine, I'm sure."
Cortwright peered into the room and glanced over his bare shelves. "Sure
looks like you've already packed your things for the move. Not surprising at all." She
winked and waved good-bye while adding, "I'll have to let you know how retirement
is," before disappearing from view with Dr. Johnson.
Brown unintentionally groaned a "humph" before looking back to Kayla, who
was eyeing him with her right eyebrow raised.
"No need to look confused," he said, holding the paper in front of him again
at eye-level. "You've already written the paper."
Kayla nodded quickly but didn't know what to say.
"Oh," she finally started after suddenly noticing the ashtray he'd flicked into
the box, "you smoke cigars? My father does, too."
"Gave the habit up years ago," he lied and continued to scan the paper. "My
son made the ashtray, though, and I like the smell, so I keep them around."
"Oh. That's nice." The room was silent for a moment. "I think I remember
making my dad an ashtray when I was little, too. And actually, my mom only lets him
smoke them outside the house. She says the smell buries into everything we own, so I
sit outside with him while he smokes."
"Ha ha," Brown blurted out through pursed lips. "Oh. Yes, yes the smell
does do that sometimes. Now...for your paper, let's see." He ran his forefinger from
right to left across the pages, noting through his glasses her prudent use of footnotes.
"Uh, huh. Uh, huh."
There was nothing special about the paper, but it showed improvement.

She'd heeded his lament in class about students not paying attention to detail, and her
sources showed extensive research. Most importantly, he could see from the way she
shifted in her seat and glued her eyes on his movements that she wanted it. She wanted
the feeling of success.
"B+," he said, marking it on the top of the first page with a red pen and
holding it out to her. It was the best grade he could comfortably give her.
Kayla hesitated but reached out, sitting with her mouth open. "I... uh..."
Brown waved his hand. "It's okay. Take it. Damn good."
"Thank you," she said, finally smiling. "Thank you so much!" She stood and
delicately held the paper in front of her. "I don't know what else to say. Thank you!"
Brown nodded but said nothing.
Kayla stood and continued to look at the paper. "I'm sure you know how
much this means to me..."
"Yes, Kayla, I do." He smiled and looked at her eyes, which had now
completely calmed. "Go to graduation and get your diploma on Saturday."
"Thank you - again. My father is going to be so happy!" she said, backing
out and holding the paper high enough so all could admire the grade.
Listening as Kayla walked out of the room, Brown chuckled as he heard her
yell, "Yes!" He watched as she moved away and leaned against one of the walls in the
hallway, reading through the paper. Only the backs of her shoes, crossed and still, gave
away the fact that she'd stayed for a moment, but Brown didn't care. She was proud of
herself and was probably surrounded by her own world.
With two more papers to go, Brown was in a good mood again. He tried to
forget that he should follow his wife's earlier advice, but to no avail. Brown picked up
the phone and dialed the Provost's extension. He knew he should have done it sooner,
but in the end, he also knew it didn't matter. Five rings. Seven. Nine. Answering
Machine.
"Damn answering machine. Why aren't you in your office? Taking off
again?" he said and waited for the beep as instructed. "Daniel. It's Albert. Now, I
realize that this is probably most inconvenient for you, and I apologize, but that is just
the way it's going to have to be. I won't be coming back next year. I've got some
traveling I want to do with my wife - to Phoenix, and I think it's my time to go,
anyhow. I've been putting off making the decision until I knew what was best, and this
is what is best. At my age, we both know that. Okay, then. Good-bye." He was sure
he'd get a phone call at home the next day, but this would do for now.
His glance falling back to the hallway, Brown noticed slight movement in
Kayla's feet before she finally left.
Later Deborah peeked her head into his office. "Was that one of yours goin'
down the hall a bit ago?"
"The girl? Yes, yes, she was one of mine," answered Brown.
"She sure did look happy. Like someone just gave her a new pony."
"Well, she has a right to be. She just got a good grade on a paper and will be
able to graduate on Saturday."
Deborah stepped in and put her right hand on the doorframe, her other hand
holding a folder. "Well, good for her. I'm just goin' around lettin' everyone know that
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maintenance just called. The elevator's workin' again."
Of course it is, now that I climbed all the way up here earlier, Brown thought.
But what he said was, "Alright, then. Good to know."
"And I'm leavin' for the day."
"Alright. Have a good evening," said Brown, bringing his eyes back to the
last of the final paper in front of him. Just a few more sentences.
Deborah smiled. "You too, and if I don't see you at graduation, then I'll y'all
in the fall. Say hello to Madeline for me."
"I will," he said. For a moment he thought about telling her that he wouldn't
be there in the fall, but he decided against it. "Good-bye."
Finally giving his last student a B, Brown stacked his papers and noticed that
the clock's hands now read five o'clock. Wait, yes, five. He was sure he read it as the
time to go.
"Humph. Time to leave the office," he said, eyeing the box on the ground.
Surely everything would fit into it.
The care with which he placed the desk lamp, clock, pens, radio, and books
into the box was not unusual for him. He enclosed his framed book contract, yellowed
over time, in newspaper so slowly, as if afraid it would disappear once put into the
abyss of the box. The family photo, even older than the contract, took its small place
next to it. Brown looked around his office, his cave, straining his eyes to make sure he
didn't forget anything. Spying the cigar in the bottom of the pile, still wrapped in the
napkin, he grasped it by its corner and pulled it to the top, just in case he felt like
smoking it on the way home.
The hallway was almost noiseless now because professors were done meeting
with students, and most had left early. He walked past the elevator with the box in his
arms and headed for the stairs. Surely he wouldn't use the elevator now, when it was
convenient for the school! The stairs would work just fine.
It was close to six-thirty by the time Brown's Ford made its way to his
driveway north of downtown Pittsburgh. He'd chosen to take the long way home to
avoid traffic but had still gotten caught behind an accident. His car had stalled twice
but purred while rolling up to his house. The porch light was on, and he guess it had
been on since four. Madeline had begun switching on all of their lights earlier than
normal ten years ago, when she had proclaimed, "The neighborhood is run by hoodlums!" despite a lack of evidence supporting the statement. Brown had refused to
argue with her. The cost of electricity was worth giving her something to worry about
other than him.
Shoving the car door open with all of this strength, Brown waited for nothing
in particular before pulling himself up. For a moment he stared at his box of assorted
memorabilia in the back seat.
"No need to take it all in now," he said. "It'll still be here tomorrow."
Taking hold of his briefcase, the same one he'd carried since he got the job at
the university, he made his way slowly to the porch. Sadly, he had to squint his eyes to
see the package on the steps because he'd ended up throwing his glasses into the box in
quiet rebellion two blocks earlier.
"Well, what did I forget now?"

The package was small and wrapped in white computer paper with a teal
piece of yarn acting as a bow. A note, written on notebook paper with a blue pen, sat
on top.
Torn between going back to the car to retrieve his glasses and trying to read
the note in the slanted sun, Brown picked it up, confused. He turned it upside down
and backwards three times, just to make sure there wasn't something he was missing.
"I.... thought... I thought you would enjoy these," he read aloud. "I didn't
deserve the grade, but thank you.. Kayla. P.S.: Happy Retirement."
Brown's right arm fell to his side as he stared at the package. The wrinkles
in his forehead deepened, and his mustache began to itch. He leaned his weight on his
arms before sitting on the second step. With the same precision with which he'd
wrapped up his possessions an hour and a half earlier, he untied the bow, letting it slide
loose and unfold the paper. Inside, five cheap cigars, still in their original packaging,
stared back at him. He ran his hands over them, carefully cradling each one, again in
case there was something he was missing.
"Damn kid," he said, a grin spreading from the crevices of his mustache.
"Albert! Are you out there!" Madeline called from inside the door.
"Yes, dear," he answered softly. The prospect of tuna casserole made Brown
feel sick, but he knew it would make her happy. It had made her happy for years.
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Reconstructing the Myth
The wind's electric caress plays
At my cheek as it rests against the open door.
The rhythm of the porch swing keeps time
With my grandfather's uneasy rendition
Of Amazing Grace, audible over the patter
Of droplets devouring chalk sketches
On cracked sidewalks and garden stones.
I wonder where he's gone, what past
Or revelatory visions his vacant eyes see.
A better time perhaps. I choose to remember
Him showing the crumbled foundation
Of the three-room house where he became a man,
My grandfather cupping spring water to his lips
While childhood explorers recited the trees
Of the hollow: maple, oak, elm, the perfume
Of rotten apples. He straddled the banks, swinging
His charges across. But my sweaty palms missed
Connection and I sank into a momentary vertigo
Of water's deep green
And sky's spacious blue
And sunlight.

"Moment of Autumn " by Gary Weber '05

When I ask him if he remembers,
He offers a benign smile, continues the song
That fills an extinguishing day. I remember
The coarse coveralls, the salty sweat of plaid shirts,
The holy sheen of his walking stick—moments leaking
From my grandfather—I preferring memories
To the man lingering wildly on the word Lost.

-Rachel Wise '06
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Painting Over

'Unfilled U" by Tom Michaels'04
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"All our times have come/Here but now they're gone/Seasons don't fear the
reaper/Nor do the wind, the sun or the rain/We can be like they are/Come on Baby,
Don't fear the reaper"
I smiled, twisting and stretching between the linen's embrace, trying to
believe that my eyes had closed and I had slept throughout the solitary night. A hand
patted the snooze button and I settled back to examine my sky that stretched above,
night after night. I knew it well. Welcome water stains of brown and burnt gold
sponged over the ceiling, morphing new additions with each splendid rain. Each one
was pleasantly distinct, refreshing, and altogether important to the meaning of my
landscape. I entertained myself through the nights with their stories and identities,
wishing that they would never leave me. I gave them more detail than I believe truly
existed on the walls. These images were fantastical, like a pig with a purse always
heading to the market for its children, a little worm holding an umbrella for fear of the
rain, tree boughs bending down forming airy houses under the wind's hands, the little
red gummy bear that always wished to be the green one, and even the cat in a hat.
There always was a cat with a hat on, simply standing and distanced from the others.
They were all there, as they should be. The image of suffocating them underneath a
thick slick of Eggshell White to coincide with the rest of my house was horrifying,
completely appalling. They deserved existence, and I loved them.
But something was wrong that I had missed during the night's rains. I sat up
in bed and squinted into the far right corner. The image of the little monkey, who
dwelled so contentedly there, had bled during the night. Her paws that were once
cupped and ready to drink cool, refreshing water had stretched out and now appeared
with palms open, displaying their emptiness and agony, like they were reaching for
something that I, alone, could give. Why was she unhappy, and what did she want
from me?
"All our times have come/Here but now they're"..."Gone...yea, yea, I know,"
I exasperated as I plunged down on the clock, ready to sing the entire string of lyrics
with exact cowbell placement, if asked. If Blue Oyster Cult only knew what a forced
fan I was.
"Mraow."
"Oh, Josephine, you know I'm coming." Josephine twitched her tail, tilting
her nose toward the stairs and back again. "Ha, you think you own the place, don't
you? Including me." She pounced down each step, knowing that I would soon be
following her. "Finicky cat...always in and out, in and out. Can't you ever decide?" I
said this stretching toward the stairs, even though I knew she couldn't hear me.
I swung out of the bed, pulling on a pair of worn out grey corduroys from the
floor. Rummaging underneath the nightstand, I found my favorite black tank and
pulled it down over my head, giving the room's top corner another good look as my
head found light again. How had I missed that? I let go of the shirt, stretching in my
fists.
Josephine was waiting at the door, reaching her black and grey paws toward
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the doorknob. So cute. "Mama's smart kitty. Okay, okay, there you go," I ritualistically said as I pulled open the stubborn kitchen door with a tug and a grunt. The late
summer breeze flowed around me, searching far into my home. The sage painted
floorboards crunched as I headed onto the porch to watch Josephine off. "Be careful
you. I don't want ya to be snatched up by some...God knows what." She swayed
proudly into the fern and pines, and was gone. I looked up and around at the dark and
unending forest. The pines were all my soldiers, so tall, strong, and noble. They
guarded us well. There wasn't anyone for miles.
Suddenly, I was compelled to peer in through the kitchen window at one of
the four clocks. 9:00 already! I couldn't just miss breakfast; it was the most important
meal of the day, after all. Besides, I had been looking forward to seeing my homemade
blackberry syrup overflowing onto golden pancakes and invading the eggs, turning
their whites a foreign purple. How strangely beautiful food can be, not those dishes
done by professionals for whatever exorbitant amount of money their customers may
actually pay. It's those simple meals that are prepared by a person for themselves and
their families, taken for granted by those that devour them, unable to stop their fork to
truly look.
Determined, I paced back into the house, leaving the stubborn door propped
open to allow the breeze free reign. Scanning the fridge, I found the sweet purple
liquid. I tilted it in the container, inspecting it. It dragged itself back down the glass to
its favorite position, after I turned it upright. The perfect consistency. I pranced
around the kitchen, slamming white cupboard doors, getting out all the necessary
pieces to make a 'delectable delight,' as it was called in the "Ladies' Home Journal,"
special issue entitled "Breakfasts that Will Blow You Away." Probably because of
cholesterol. This statement also meant that is was not your general Bisquick batch of
pancakes, and it proved itself as the list was checked and rechecked.
Finally, eggs, milk, flour, sugar, salt, butter (not margarine, never margarine),
pinch of nutmeg, and the tiniest bit of lemon juice with lemon peel were mixed
together to form the gooey batter. It proudly left the stainless steel bowl at its own
rate, folding gently down into the skillet to rest and claim its space. I loved watching
its transformation, slowly becoming centered and comfortable with its form. It just
took a little heat. With a few more folding-outs and flips, they were done and ready.
I did the eggs second, over-easy. Eggs are just eggs, only salt and pepper
required, plus a little care to make sure the yolks stay contained. Strange to think of
the potential life they once had, the thin barrier that serves as protection, until their fate
is decided. I almost burned them, standing there in front of the sputtering stove.
Almost. I shook myself out of thought in time to save them from scorching, the yolks
had only hardened, no longer easily flowing fluid, because of my carelessness.
Finally it was time for the last and most important touch. Straining to tilt the
syrup just right, I watched as it oozed over the warm layers and puddle onto the white
china. Then, I garnished with a fresh blackberry leaf from my bushes behind the
wildflower garden, which clung just a bit too much to my fingers as its prickly skin
met mine. Flicking with my index finger, it pressed slightly upon the mounds. I
stepped back and looked in awe. Wonderful, almost like the ad. I was sure that if
tested, it would taste just as exquisitely as it seemed to in the picture.

Glancing at the clock above the sink, I noticed that it was time to get some
work done, 10:15. I poured a mug of coffee and headed to the drafty back room where
I stretched my talents day after day. Technology had made my life much simpler.
Virtually all I had to do was sit down at my laptop, click a few program commands,
and I was done. That was it, no hands dirtied.
I examined the screen to check the list for the day. It was a lot more than
usually expected, probably a natural disaster, heat wave, or who knows. Was it tornado
season anywhere? Anyway, the beauty of the program was that it would never answer
the chosen commands all at once. It would randomly pick a document, many if they
were all related, and delete them at convenient and inconspicuous times. It was genius
really, and saved me tons of mental stress. I could almost ignore it, all those faceless
documents conveniently dropping into the recycle bin. Their memories and experiences were no longer felt, contained, inside of me.
First business I had to take care of was pretty simple. I had to file away an
incident that would occur in Braga, Portugal at around 10:26, 3:26 their time, when a
wild hare would bound in front of a traveling family. They would be traveling through
those northern mountains, cutting around a bend in their vehicle. The step-father just
won't have enough time for a reaction. Click, drag, delete and it was done, safe in the
recycle bin.
Quickly bored, I started playing "Mummy Maze" to pass the time, but
couldn't relax. Blue light from the screen reached out at me through the coffee's
vapors, absorbed into my features, as I stared blankly through it. The clock in the
bottom right corner caught my attention. I didn't even keep track of what day it was
anymore, only the time that ticked by, each day in itself the same. Clicking the digits
on the panel, the tiny time-teller popped up. It was August 12th. August the 12th. How
many August 12ths had I known? Too many. Oh, my. August the 12lh...that's it. I
couldn't leave it anymore. What had I become?
Scared to really do it, knowing what it would mean, I hesitated to look at the
bottom corner where the trash receptacle rested. Everything was kept there, bursting,
but categorized. I hadn't thought of it for so long. After a deep breath, I squinted my
eyes and pulled back as far as my arm would reach, barely close enough. Then, I
double-clicked. The listed contents flooded over me. Each day had its own folder,
categorized further by year. The computer's memory holding all their memory, all the
life I used to hold within me. So organized, but forgotten.
I scanned over them until I saw the manila folder icon: August 12. If I was
ever to know an ache within my body, this was it. I opened it; all the years were
organized conveniently. I scrolled down, searching. I had to remember.
August 12, 1791: A bulging woman with a strangely youthful face slowly
latched the back door behind her and crept through the pre-dawn light to her oak dry
sink, as her skirts whispered over the floorboards. There she bent over, protecting the
cupboard's contents with her great mounds. The sounds of shuffling between boxes,
sifting through papers, and then prying a box open invaded my ears; I knew her routine
each pre-dawn. Her hand reached between her purposefully displayed breasts and the
contents were delivered safely with a gentle clunk. She then slept for an hour or two
before she had to wake the children, knowing she would need more at some time.
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Work was always demanding.
Betsy did this every morning. She hoped that someday the total would sound
about right, and she would be able to take them away from the film of the growing
industrial city of London. Before their scarcely opened eyes were glazed over, the
brightness subdued.

watched him eat, colorful pieces flowing from the spoon into his mouth, over and over.
His lips were large, seemed to engulf the spoon at each approach. Occasionally, he
would slurp up the contents loudly. I didn't think that he would have done that with
company around. Feeling privileged, I smiled at the knowledge I, and nobody else,
would have. How close I could really be to him. I could know him, just him.
Evening quickly past into the night. I memorized each move that he made,
what consumed his time.
Time went by; it went by very quickly. I remained nestled with him in the
small valley town and learned about him.
Walking beside him to the funeral home, his inherited workplace, I intently
watched how his feet hit the walkway. It seemed that he never lifted his feet up all the
way, scuffed his right heel more than the other, which explained why that side would
wear down in the Chuck Taylors so quickly. His shadow would stretch with the rising
sun and each footfall. It seemed to stretch past him, eager to keep moving forward in
existence. I did not have a shadow. There was no trace of me beside him, but I still
continued to observe and feel a part of him.
At night, when work was done, he would walk quickly home. Everything
from the day consumed him, almost too much to take. There was no room for more
thoughtful glances and spacey stops in the road to glance at the world.
He would plop everything down, as soon as he entered the door. The radio
would be turned on, the metal string of his desk lamp passionately pulled, and then he
would start. Words would spill onto the paper, all that he had thought throughout the
day. There was too much that had been reserved, pushed down as he worked, only to
pour out from under those eyebrows once he was finally allowed to be himself. In
between brief stops, there was furious scribbling and erasing.
Finally, he would stop and his thin clean fingers would invade the hair
covering his downcast face. I would stand, just watching. Never reading. Those
personal thoughts, inner dreams, were not for me to see, although I knew them
innately. I would never invade that which was created by him. But, I still tried to
guess from his reactions. Mostly, he would collect his work in one of the many folders
stacked madly at the side of his desk. Other times, he would toss the paper into the
trashcan with a sigh, her name.
How wonderful it would have been to be any one of his topics. If only I
could have replaced that girl, feel for one second what she felt when his eyes met hers
and knew their color.
There was never a moment that I wasn't with him. As he wrote one day, I
learned the names to each book that he had on his shelf. One that he frequently carried
with him was Cat in the Hat. He would read the inscribed front cover at night, when he
was alone. I would lie down beside him after he fell asleep with it and watch him
breathe I would wonder what it was he smelled, as he took in air, how it smelled to
him, how it would smell to me, if only I could, for just a brief time.
In the morning, I would look at him undress, clothes sliding off of him onto
the cold tiles. Standing in the doorway, I would watch as the beads of water would
cling or fall down his body. Some just could not let go of him. The steam would rise
and engulf his body, turning his flesh pink with its heat.

At least she wasn't there to see it happen.
I looked further down, spanning vast amounts of time.
August 12, 1953: Francis Dulcimer Jones, a name I thought I would never
forget, had progressed from quirky to eccentric to basically insane. He was absolutely
brilliant but never shared the charts and diagrams only found within his brain. He had
discovered an equation for the exact number of stars in the sky (according to our time
and place in the infinite), formed molds for the perfect male and female facial
structure, and knew innately how the pyramids were structured.
He came to believe that nothing was how it really was, that if you only
examined a little harder, a person would see what was being missed. They had to look
close because of their own flaws and imperfections, maybe even their insolvability.
He stayed inside then. Never came out from the small tropical hut beside the
crashing waves. There was so much that he truly didn't know. Nothing was safe; he
couldn't even trust his own senses. He was not perfect. Soon, even the words on the
pages he read or wrote began to swim before his eyes, too slippery to be held. They
laughed at him, as they skipped from page to page, only to surface as the next one was
turned.
The flames cooled down the intense madness, though no one saw or ever
knew.
There were so many. So, so many. All the life that had once flowed through
me. But, there was one that stood out. One I should never have forced myself to
forget. But, how couldn't I have?
August 12, 1988: I arrived in his kitchen; he stared over his bowl of
vegetable soup, liquid reds, greens, yellows, and browns mottled together. He stared
directly at me. I stopped still for the first time that I had ever known. My hands and
legs remained in an approaching position, as my pupils moved to the left and right. I
was the only one there.
His commanding eyebrows grabbed me at once, not his eyes. They were
almost too perfect, sharply angled into dark brown lines that foretold contemplation. I
knew that he would look serious, like he was in deep thought or constant learning,
while he laughed, even while he slept. They were entrancing, completely mesmerizing. There weren't human words to describe them. I wanted to remain underneath
their sturdy arches forever, protected and held.
I waved my hand in front of him. He couldn't really see me, though. That
was ridiculous to even imagine. But, the way he looked at me, it had made me wonder.
Creeping forward, towards the brown card table, I kneeled down across from him. I
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Things soon began to go wrong. He was sleeping too long, the clothes clung
onto his mottled skin, and his steps had become shortened, forced. Each step was
dragging along the pavement, and his shadow seemed to crawl in front of him. Once
home, he would curl in a chair and open a can of soup. Time just wasn't there for him
to make it fresh anymore. I never got to watch the shadow of his frantic movements in
the desk light. Nothing filled the trashcan, and nothing marked the paper.
I had forgotten why I had came, and it was making him suffer.
How could I have been so stupid, to think that there would be no repercussions? There was no stopping it; it had to come, and I had to do it. But why did this
have to be the first and only time that I would ever get to touch him, feel the life and
energy that was only his? I would hold him forever, but, he would never know me. He
would never know anything. The only memory of it would be within me. I would
never have been held, cherished, or even needed. We would never disagree, inform
each other of those tiniest idiosyncrasies that others would never notice or shun if they
did, share moment after moment with each other, however small and insignificant,
until the end.
I crouched down in front of him, between his spread legs and searched for
anything I might have missed. All the things that made him, him. He liked dancing
with a girl, no matter who she was or what she looked like, because when they were
flowing together, something sparked inside of them that erased the true physical form.
His earliest memory was of an enormous caterpillar of deepest black that shone blue in
the sunlight, which filtered and danced through the fall maple leaves of transforming
sienna. Its segments bounded up and down, prickled his skin as each one touched onto
his surface. The way his grandmother would harvest the blackberries, a thin sheath of
sun-ripened juice that stained her paper hands as she worked from the top of the
intertwined brambles. She always said that she left the bottom for the smaller animals,
like David. How the chickadees pranced in the snow among the thrown seeds and corn.
The rain that settled into everything, even your bones, as you sat huddled in a tent
among the loons and morning mists of Canadian pine forests. The way an oat field
rolls in the wind, like the tide is coming in. The altered sound of the night, after he
was with a woman.
I wanted to stay with him forever. For once, I had wanted to know what it
felt like to be with someone. See myself in a different way, learn things that I never
knew existed. We would have actually had it, that bond that people seemed to seek for
their entire lives, although most never wanted to truly admit it. They were whole
separate beings, but something needed to protect that structure, cover it. That other
person satisfied this other angle. And their partner wanted to do the same. How could
I ever take that away from someone, that ultimate goal of happiness?
But he would never have it. My hand reached out toward his chest, held it
there looking into his face, recording every angle. Seeing all that was David. Then, I
closed my eyes.
Steam had long since left the black coffee. Sitting it down gently, I traveled
across the hardwood floors, to the stairs. I felt consumed by him. I had stuffed him,
them all, into dead material. How did I ever believe that they would be truly gone from
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me/
The bed was giving, as I flopped face down, trying to push myself deep
within its springs. I gripped the pillow and screamed into its contents. It just didn't
work.
Trying to relax myself, I turned to them, those images. They who were
always there. I scanned them, starting to feel better, remembering their stories. But
then I reached the right corner. The monkey.
I remembered Henry McPherson. It was August 12, 1989 at 3:43 PM when it
happened. Luella hadn't realized he had taken the boat, until she reached for her
morning's canned peaches and saw that his sardines were gone. He always took them
fishing with him, always had since the summer he caught the large mouth bass
mounted above their television. That day in particular, he had caught a really big one,
a pike. It was sure to be a winner, the way it dove deep into the reeds, never resisting
or seeming to tire. Henry fought with the trophy, excitement building as he imagined
the bragging that would be done down at Pinky's after, the pictures of his arm outstretched revealing his glorious victory, and the delicious taste of golden-browned fish,
melting with butter between his lips. But Henry was never destined to taste his victory.
He was later found, rod in hand, at the bottom of his boat.
Luella didn't know what to do. They had found each other very young, never
had children, never needed them to consume the time. They had been beautiful
together, made love outside between their apple trees, every anniversary, August the
1 l' h . Luella could still feel him inside her body, connecting with her. She wanted to
hug herself to hold him there; she couldn't let him go.
And she never did.
I scrunched my face now that I realized what I had done, trying to push out
the tears that would never come. I wanted to go back and stop the boat from starting,
make him turn back. I wished I could have known, could have stopped what I
constantly had to consciously decide to do, day after day. They deserved to be together
forever. They should forever waken to each other, smelling the night's wet dew and the
apple blossoms that mingled with their bodies. Everything that they would no longer
have and that I could not have begun to understand.
I laid in thought, the hours ticked by and all their shapes swirled together on
the ceiling. Then, I heard a distant scratching. Oh, I had forgotten Josephine! What
would I do if...I ran down the stairs, hoping that she would be there at the door.
While I jogged past the back room, I heard her.
"Mraow."
Josephine looked at me through the glass of the window. "Oh, poor kitty.
I'm so sorry. Come on." I motioned my head toward the front door and grabbed the
un-sipped coffee from the computer table. She leaped off the sill, and I knew that she
would be twitching her tail in disapproval on the porch once I got there.
She sauntered into the house, ready for her own food that she needed long
ago. As always, she jumped up onto the counter and sat across from the table to eye
my breakfast still placed at the center of the table. I gave in this time, placing the egg
into her Garfield dish, and dumped the rest into the garbage. Then, I poured the coffee,
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watching it slowly enter the drain, and looked down at Josephine, enjoying the egg and
syrup.
The laptop's glow plunged into my head. All the files, column after column,
one after the other, organized to remain inconspicuous. I had basked in the distance
and the comfort of ignorance for too long. Exactly how many were there today?
Maybe just like them.
I ran, almost tripping over the cat, into the back room. The number stared
out in front of me. 6,646 and that was just in the United States. My stomach revolted
against my body, disgusted with how the old leader was running things. I held my face
in my hands, unable to comprehend what I just saw and failed to truly see. I couldn't
stand it anymore. I had to do something. See her, what she was left because of me.
So I ripped the laptop from the wall and was gone.
Wind chimes, attached to the sun porch, tinkled and clanked in the breeze at
the entrance of a small, rundown trailer. Sea shells, bits of glass, and beer cans
churned in the air. There was an apple orchard, lonely and forgotten, dwindling against
the hillside.
Clutching the laptop, my feet marched slowly forward, one forced step after
the other. I had to see. She would be in the kitchen, talking to herself, as she always
did.
I moved closer, carefully stepping around and through the wildly unkempt
branches of bright yellow forsythia that Henry had planted for her. Yellow was her
favorite color. I peered between blue and white checked drapes onto a grayish table,
set for two. Luella was puttering about the kitchen, making ham salad and cream
cheese finger sandwiches. Washed-out red fringed the tips of her silver hair that
sprayed from her head. She cocked her head to the side, looking out of breath,
exhausted, mumbling something to herself.
In the house, I stood undetected, watching her. "Now Henry, I know you
absolutely hate anything that's green, but you really have to eat 'em. I'm serious...No,
don't you try and push 'em around." She shut the ancient Frigidaire's door loudly for
effect and shuffled strangely over to the table to sit down in one of the chairs, her chair.
Her left slipper was missing, but she didn't seem to notice. I inched closer to her,
examining her face as I went. She stared blankly across the table and smiled as she
placed her napkin on her lap. She never stopped gazing over at her company, the wood
paneling, as she sipped her iced tea and nibbled at the creamy bread slices.
"Mmm...you were right," Luella said between bites. "This pineapple kind's
wonderful...Jeez Henry, more coupons? Always so sure of yourself, aren't you?
Heehee. Well...I'll be going to the store, gettin' more for ya...it's Wednesday you
know."
I threw my arm down and shook my index finger at the empty chair, screaming, "He's not there Lu! He's never going to be there again! He's dead, dead, dead,
aaahL.dead!" I screamed, finishing with both fists striking the unbalanced table but
only sending a tiny undetectable shiver through its matter. "You buried him over at
Yellow Creek Cemetery years ago, there's nothing left by now. He's worse off than
those mounted fish of his. Oh, why can't you get over it? Please."
"Because, you're all I've got in the world, so eat 'em now, she said with a

sarcastic reprimand. "I don't want you to end up like Ed or one of your other beerbellied friends...Yes, you are...Do you think I'd last for ten seconds in this lonely place
without you...I'm serious, now, listen...I'd end up in the loony bin...Aw, I love when
you say that...And you're the bread to my butter."
"Oh, Lu...oh, I know he was. And I took him from you. It was me." Putting
my tightly clenched fists up to my temples, I exploded, "ME!" I erupted, like it was
never going to stop, "I am the unseen demon in the night, the root source of pain, that
steals unborn children from their glowing mothers, smashes metal against metal,
allowing the guilty to stumble away, loads the gun, and fills innocent people with the
diseased water that they are forced to drink! It's all me, all mine. I'm sorry...I'm so so
sorry."
I couldn't breathe. I had to get away from myself. I ran down the hallways,
opening doors trying to find somewhere, anywhere, where I could hide. At first I found
the bedroom, both sides of the bed were rumpled. Brown and gray memories were
strewn about on the dressers, the vanity, and night stand. Oh, what had I done? I
continued down the hall, my laptop smacking into the narrow hallway walls. She
wouldn't hear me, not even if she truly wanted to. She was probably too busy commenting on how he hardly ever ate anything anymore. Allah. Next a closet, still full
of sports coats and a green rubber rain suit. I couldn't take it.
The next door opened up to the bathroom, a perfect refuge, designed by so
many that I knew before. I plunged inside, closing the door with the pressure of my
body as I slid down its grainy surface, small jagged edges grabbing my shirt. I sat
there, crumpled, and looked at my hands unknowingly pulling out pieces of mauve
carpeting. They looked so young, always the same. I only saw pink nails and fleshy
smooth backs, no green and purple bulging veins or gnarled knuckles from years of
tending gardens, typing on the keyboard, fixing meals, petting my cat, anything. Every
day I would see the same hands, these hands that did more work than anyone ever
knew, but never had to suffer.
I reached up to the lip of the sink, pulled myself up to meet my gaze in the
mirror. Faced that image. I stared back, knuckles turning whiter and whiter, trying to
push through the porcelain in their grip. I searched the reflection. That one stray
brown chunk of hair still refused to be swept to the side with the rest of the bangs. It
stubbornly dripped down to the top of my right eyebrow. My nose, a little too sloped,
my eyes, splotchy bits of green sporadically placed around the blue, ears, one higher
than the other, mouth, never quite seemed centered, teeth, squished into place.
Everything was the same as it had always been. Perky breasts pushed through the tank
and butt cheeks and thighs refused to sag; I was supposed to be in the prime of my life.
All I wanted was to feel different. I would never grow old; find a love that drove me
crazy, wishing only to spend the rest of my life with him, knowing that I had lived it
the right way. No. I could never get that satisfaction. He was gone. I would exist,
until the end of time, alone and feared.
My hand moved up to lightly touch the mirror face. It started to slowly
follow the outline, around and around. It would never change. I cringed back, fearing
myself, this monster of creation. I tried to cry; it would never come.
Reaching for the faucet, I cranked the knobs. Water began spraying out,
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rushing into the sink, and flecking the counter. I grabbed cupfuls in my hands, only
feeling its instability and burdened weight, as I splashed it over my face. Growing
more frantic, I slapped myself with it over and over, crying out and sputtering at the
same time. Looking at myself through clinging droplets on eyelashes, I actually
appeared to be crying. I felt my face; it was slippery with the dots that fell from my
eyes and moistened eyelashes, clinging onto my skin.
Scanning the bathroom with an eerie ease, I searched for my escape. There
were two toothbrushes, a bar of soap, a ladies' razor. Come on Lu, I know you better
than that, I thought. I opened the medicine cabinet and searched it, my actions
becoming increasingly wilder as the frustration built, and started throwing its contents
onto the floor. Pink, blue, green, and striped pills rattled downward towards the carpet.
Mirror, toothpaste, floss, mouthwash, dentures. I stopped. She had kept Henry's
dentures. No, that wouldn't work. Travel packets of shampoo, nail clippers, a flash
and sparkle caught the light, like a shooting star ready for a wish. There it was...his
razor. It was a traditional attempt, just like I always dreamed of, lying awake night
after night before the forgetting.
I slowly looked at myself, dripping face, and watched my image plunge deep
into the flesh of glassy wrists. I tore down the length of my arm, willed on by sure
excitement, the glory of finally being free. Over and over again I sunk down. But the
immortal skin only closed over my gashes as soon as they were made, no matter how
deep I forced it into the muscle and bone. There was no blood, no pain...no tears.
I laughed softly, out loud. Scanning my image in the mirror, I breathed
deeply and finally shrugged my shoulders. So, that's it. Well... that is it, I thought,
strangely finding a comfort never known before. The razor was placed back in the
cabinet and all the other items made their way to their places. No trace was left of my
hysterical destruction. I was fine, I would always be fine. I had to be.
Leaving the house, laptop in hand, I searched for Luella. I finally had
something figured out. Her frail figure was leaning back, as if the wind would topple
her if it moved in too quickly. She stood staring directly into the sun, nestled among
her fruitful friends. I followed her gaze and whispered in her ear, "What are you
looking for Lu?"
"My Henry," she replied to herself through building tears.
"I know," I said, even though she never heard me.
I opened my case and turned on my laptop. She never would know I was
there. Click, drag, delete, and it would be done.
No. I realized that it could not be anymore. It wasn't what they deserved,
and not what I wanted.
I reached to her chest, closed my eyes. The final push that aided the wind.
I stood over her, fallen back in the grass that she laid in so many wonderful
nights. It caressed her body, folded around her frame, cradling her. She was smiling,
and so I smiled back.
I could feel her now. I knew what it was to be human because of her. I
laughed, feeling it all flow through me.
The laptop rested amongst the blades. Reaching down, I scanned over its
smooth surface, and thought about all it had done. Suddenly, I started to spin, around

and around, faster and faster, and finally released it, directly into the tree's bark. The
force of their meeting shattered the plastic, metal, and wires with a golden blast. The
tree remained solid.
I heard them approach through the air, slicing through, desperately wanting a
home. All of them rushed at me, throwing me back into the ground. Each one came
and found a place within me, even David.
Clearheaded, I decided to take the bus home.
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"All our times have come/Here but now they're gone/Seasons don't fear the
reaper/Nor do the wind, the sun or the rain/We can be like they" I ran up the stairs,
pulled the clock out of the wall, and wrapped the cord gently around its body. I
wouldn't need it anymore. The time flickered in my head, 6:30; I should have been
making dinner.
Black and white fur shifted among the armchair's textured floral print of
mustards and burgundies in the corner of the room. Josephine lifted her head and
stared at me from her favorite napping spot. "Well, you're just going to have to get a
little thinner...too much people food anyway." She yawned, and then got up stretching
the sleep out of that position, only to turn her back on me and find another source.
"Oh...ugh," I said with a hand breezing her away.
Venturing into the back room, I lifted up boxes of National Geographic
magazines and records, searching through the piles of junk that I had collected from
everywhere, to remember. There had been so many auctions, trying to find that certain
something. Finally I discovered the paint cans, inside an old Radio Flyer.
Josephine leapt from the chair when she saw the rolls of plastic, enter the
room. She knew the routine. I covered the furniture well. Then, I cracked open the
cans, reading the label to be sure.
I looked up at the stains as I stirred the creamy substance. Searching over
and over, all the lines blended together. I couldn't make a distinct form out of any of
them anymore, didn't need to. They were just stains, no more.
Drawing the roller from the eggshell color, I began to paint over each
elaborate image. A smile spread out with each stroke. I did remember what they used
to be, and I always would. Forever.
--Sarah Broderick '06
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Omission
Cushioning rosy lips,
we kiss in our moment
denying then forgetting
what tomorrow will bring.
It doesn't matter
whether you are one
for tonight or eternity—
judgments lapsed long ago.
We are left
with two bodies playing
the role of someone who cares,
even if only for these hours.
Artificial fulfillment helps—
forming the facade
everyone wants: it means
something. At dawn,
we will return to friends.
Now water sheds
the weight of our actions
as breaths shorten and hands

"Jesus Lives " by Carol Collins '05

wander. We press on—
elated that the shower
is hardly large enough
for two.
But the water soon runs cold,
and it takes us a moment
to recognize shivers
beneath the steam.
Stepping from the shower
only the lowest guilt
of our actions can be felt
as towels pat skin dry.
The truth won't be told—
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Tomorrow I'll close my eyes
and kiss his lips-blushingIt's him I will feel on the other end.

-Molly Graber '04

JlStii"
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'Untitled" by Chris lessen '04
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Here Always
I remember not wearing gloves, standing in cold
wind wrapping around me, stalking the valley's hills.
I let it push me further down, towards evening.
He left me. I knew the angry burn of rear light
would vanish around the corner to bring distance
further between us. Not the first time or the last.

exile
I enjoy every evening dripping from the hills.
Moments where reality, cold sense, cannot last,
for the distance threads me into my own brief light.
--Sarah Broderick '06

I swore to the guardrail that it would be the last.
That he would never leave me suffocating, cold
again, but I knew somewhere in my mind's distance,
deeply hidden, always waiting in wrinkled hills,
that he would return, blind, only seeing the light
wisps of shadow from our past, not the scarred evening.
I had wanted to be swallowed by that evening,
as it crept over the sky's edge, allowed to last
forever changing, metamorphosis of light
into dark. Too human, I was given the cold,
sloped concrete, and a welcoming ditch by the hill's
side—it drained its unwanted far to the distance.
I stepped to the edge, wondering what great distance
that water would wash me to, past every evening.
Far away, no surprises within winding hills.
Only flat rolling grass, tranquil, like the sea's last
breath before the change. Never feel the abrupt cold
tossed out, alone. I'd meander for my own light.
I turned from that exit, glanced under false street light.
My forgotten shadow stretched into the distance,
gripping for its escape from the deep pulsing cold
growing inside my body. It feared the evening,
fading to darkness, inside, that would be the last
circumventive step, self-inflicted, in those hills.
I saw my splattered image, frozen on the hills,
only an outline. He came, my back felt the light.
Hair smelled of frozen diesel again, was the last
expression of my fault. I stood in the distance.
Stood there. Light is not fire. Gave up the warm evening
to sit and bow my head, succumbing to the cold.
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Destination Companion
Driving home from the grocery store
as night fell quickly, your left hand
rested on my right thigh and cold air
swept in as I accelerated.
Silence floated through open windows
and your mouth moved to radio music
while our hands joined gently. On the stick shift,
I pushed down and glided to a stop sign. Now—
ready to go, my hand thrust forward—
first gear, then second, your hand
on my knee as stars brightened above us,
the air outside tangy with cut corn.
Last year, my skin was chilled by evening's air,
making your handprint stay for a while. Last year
blood rushed forward from fingertips, warming me.
We talked through touch, and I felt you.

''Unfitted" by Gary Weber '05

Now fingers tap the dashboard, automatic
windows roll up and then down and he plays
with my hazard lights. You're only a memory here,
while a boy craves attention from a girl he hardly knows.

-Beth Clevenstine '04
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Contributors' Notes
Sarah Broderick is a sophomore English major with a concentration in creative writing.
Even though most of her weekends are spent in Columbus, she still works in time to
enjoy the campus. She could be found reading/writing out on the lawn in front of
Curtis East (when it is warm of course), working for Donald Freed, the playwright-inresidence, in the theatre department, or buying dried fruit (preferably pineapple and
banana chips) and gummi bears at Slayter. If there was one pursuit that could be said
to make her feel honest with herself, purely real, it would be writing. And so, she
hopes to continue it, in some form, until "men are fairy tales in books written by
rabbits" (The Last Unicorn. 1982).
Bethany Clevenstine is a senior Writing major and an Environmental Studies minor
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She enjoys poetry because she is interested in the
music and unique sounds that carefully chosen words can make together. She is
looking into the field of publishing after graduation with the hopes of a job in New
York City or Boston. She is also obsessed with being a souther belle and loves North
Carolina and everything in it.
Carol Collins is a junior Communication major.
Lauryn Dwyer is a junior majoring in Cinema and English Writing. Lauryn resides in
the north suburbs of Chicago when she is not at school. She enjoys keeping it real.
Ashley Meade is a Religion major from Wilton, Connecticut. She is a member of
Burpee Seedy Theartical Company and runs Al-Anon meetings on campus. Last
semester, she studied abroad at a Buddhist Monastery in Bodh Gaya, India.
Tom Michaels is a senior Economics major from Vermilion, Ohio. Outside of school,
he enjoys boating on Lake Erie. He says of his photograph, Unfilled II (p. 64): "It
explores not only depth of field and focus, but explores the different possibilities night
photography offers." Concerning the pinhole image (p. 52): "It's fascinating how such
a simplistic form of photography as a pinhole camera can yield so much detail."

'Unfitted" by Pam Arbisi '07

Melanie Vanderkolk is a senior Classics major and Art History minor from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. She is Co-Editor for the literary journal, Articulate, in the English
Department, as well as the Co-Editor and founder of the literary journal, Ephemeris,
for the Classics Department, and she hopes to go into the publishing industry upon
graduation in May. Previously, she has had poetry published in Steam Ticket, Beginnings, and Our Time is Now magazines, with work in an upcoming issue of Poetry
Motel. Her first book, A Journey Delayed, was published this year by Publish America.
Gary Weber is a junior Cinema major from Columbus, Ohio. He enjoys writing,
weight-training, and chilling in the cave.
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